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Abstract

The thesis explores different extensions of Deep Neural Networks in learning underlying natural language representations and how to apply them in Natural Language Processing tasks. Novel methods of learning lower or higher level features of natural languages are given in which word and phrase dense representations are derived from unlabelled corpora. Word representations are learned by training Deep Neural Networks to predict context from each sentence while phrase representations are learned by unsupervised learning with Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine. It is shown that word representations learned from architectures which preserve text input as sequences have better word similarity and relatedness than bag-of-word approaches. Additionally phrase representations learned with Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine when combined with bag-of-word features improve results of text classification tasks over only bag-of-word features. Beside learning word and phrase representations, to the best of my knowledge, the work in the thesis is first to explore Deep Neural Networks in Adverse Drug Reaction detection task where my architectures when used with pre-trained word representations significantly outperform the state-of-the-art models. In addition, outputs from my proposed attentional architecture can be used to highlight important word spans without explicit training labels. In the future I propose the learned representations to be used with the discussed Deep Neural Networks in different NLP tasks such as Dialog Systems, Machine Translation or Natural Language Inference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The ability for computers to understand and extract information from languages is one of the central problems of Artificial Intelligence. The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) was born to foster research that helps computers tackle challenges such as text classification, machine translation, natural language generation, reading comprehension, sentiment analysis and so on. We first talk about the text classification task and then discuss about how other NLP tasks can be derived into forms of text classification.

A text classification task is a task where we are given a set $X$ of documents and a set of classes $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_J\}$. An example is $X = \{“La Vie En Rose”, “Life in rosy colours”\}$ and $C = \{\text{French}, \text{English}\}$ for a language detection task. We wish to learn a classification function (or a model) $\gamma : X \rightarrow C$. Popular text classification tasks include topic classification, sentiment analysis, subjectivity and objectivity classification.

Solutions to many of NLP tasks however can be derived from more granular classifiers. For example in machine translation, given a finite dictionary of the target language, the translation can be generated by correctly classifying the next word from the dictionary and the translation stops at a special word that indicates the
end. Similarly in reading comprehension where computers give answers to asked questions, the answers can be generated by classifying each word consecutively from a finite dictionary. While in some other tasks such as topic classification or some simple forms of sentiment analysis, the required technique is in the pure form of text classification. Given text classification is one of the most prominent tasks or sub-tasks in the many NLP areas, my research goal is to develop novel methods in this field of NLP.

Text classification models are usually trained in entirely supervised manner with labelled data. The limited availability of labelled data confines trained models in terms of both performance and capability. Labelling data can be expensive and require experts for annotation. In addition models trained in one domain or one task can not be transferred into a different domain or a different task. It is desirable that we distil knowledge from unlabelled data and apply the learned knowledge across different tasks and domains. Since the dawn of the internet, the amount of retrievable data has increased significantly. In addition to printed data, nowadays we have vast amount of data in the digital forms of blogs, micro-blogs, comments, reviews, articles, e-books, chats, files, emails, videos. In fact, according to a study by Gantz and Reinsel (2011), the digital universe is more than doubled every two years. Along with the impressive growth in data volume, new hardware has also elevated the available computational power. Devices like GPUs, TPUs and other ASICs. An NVIDIA Tesla P100 can deliver up to 50x performance boost over an Intel E5 CPU\(^1\). The current development in both data volume and hardware has intrigued me to search for methodologies of how to leverage the increasing availability of large cor-

\(^1\)https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/tesla-p100/
pora and computational power to learn better language representations and utilise the learned representations in supervised text classification? Specifically the overall goal of the thesis is to look for answers of:

• How can we utilise unlabelled data to learn language representations?

• How can we utilise Deep Neural Networks with pre-trained representations from unlabelled data for supervised text classification?

There are usually three major language-specific components in a text classification task: data, feature representations and the model. Given the current growth of data size, we have found remaining limitations in the areas of feature representations and modelling:

1. **Feature representations - the word representations:** the traditional text classifiers usually break documents into small word fragments (n-grams) and represent them as separate dimensions in the fragment hyperspaces. Each document is a vector with weighted numbers of occurrences of these fragments as its dimensional magnitudes. Although this representation can preserve word orders to some extent by increasing the word fragment size, doing so increases the number of dimensions of the fragment hyperspace prohibitively. The growth of hyperspace requires proportional data sets and computing power for efficient training. These requirements are usually impractical with limited available data sets and contemporary computing power. A workaround is to project these words into a dense low-dimensional space so that words appearing in similar context are projected to be close to each other in the new space. Different approaches to learning these representations including constructing or factorising
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) matrices and Neural Networks to predict context using unlabelled corpora have achieved relative successes. However matrix factorisation and these shallow networks are still considered bag-of-word models as they do not preserve the sequential property of languages while learning word representations. I hypothesise that training word representations with sequential models like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) helps preserve sequential attributes of words in their learned representations. These types of models have the advantages of sequential models but disadvantages of different training problems such as gradient exploding or vanishing. It is also hard to train these sequential models in parallel. In this study, we discuss how to overcome these problems to be able to use RNNs for training word representations.

2. Feature representations - the higher level features: common approaches to text classification with deep learning are to project separate words into low-dimensional word representations and feed these values into supervised Deep Neural Networks for final classifications. The problem with this approach is that while word representations can be trained in an unsupervised manner with abundance of unlabelled data, the discriminative Deep Neural Networks need to be trained with labelled data, which are usually scarce. To overcome this issue, we propose to use generative Deep Neural Networks, specifically Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), to learn higher level features from unlabelled data. Weights of these RBM layers can be potentially used to initialise the weights of deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) which are trained with labelled data.
3. **The models:** we look for applying word representations and Deep Neural Networks into a text classification task, specifically Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) where shallow models with engineered features are dominant. Recently unstructured data such as medical reports or social network data have been used to detect content that contains ADRs. Case reports published in scientific bio-medical literature are abundant and generated rapidly. Social networks are other generous sources of data with unstructured format. While an individual tweet or Facebook status that contains ADRs may not be clinically useful, a large volume of these data can expose serious or unknown consequences. Common approaches to detect content with ADRs are to use maximum entropy classifiers with engineered features. These features normally include $n$-grams with different weighting schemes. These models suffer the same problems of that we discussed previously. In this research, we investigate different Deep Neural Network architectures for ADR detection. We show that even without engineered features, our Neural Networks with word embeddings outperform maximum-entropy classifiers with different weighting schemes for $n$-gram features.

### 1.2 Contribution and outline of this thesis

Common approaches to training word representations are bag-of-word methods. These methods are usually computationally efficient and can be trained with corpora that consist of billions of words. However like other bag-of-word models in other NLP tasks, these methods disregard word ordering that is one of the fundamental properties of languages. I introduce different sequential models that work with sequential
data and still can be trained for corpora up to billions of tokens. Word representa-
tions produced by these models have superior performance than those produced by
state-of-the-art methods with small data sets and on-par with these when trained
with a large book corpus. Next in order to leverage the abundance of large unlabelled
corpora, I explored the usages of generative models in learning higher levels features
of sentences. Previously Restricted Boltzmann Machines were proven to be useful for
pre-training Deep Neural Networks for image classifications but were not studied on
NLP tasks. Using Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machines, I trained Neural
Networks that produce higher level features from input sentences. These higher levels
features, when combined with traditional features, improve text classification results.
Finally we apply word representations and different Deep Neural Networks to improve
the state-of-the-art in detecting Adverse Drug Reactions from text documents.

Chapter 2 gives some background on the history of text classification and recent
state-of-the-art methods in text classification including methods to train word repre-
sentations and different Deep Neural Network architectures. The next three chapters
outline my work in learning word representations, higher level features of sentences
and their applications in Adverse Drug Reaction detection. Chapter 6 distils these
findings, discusses shortcomings and finally proposes future directions for potential
improvements.

1.2.1 Chapter 3 summary: Learning word representations
with sequential modelling

In this chapter, I investigate different Recurrent Neural Networks that learn word
representations by summarising sentences into fixed size vectors and use them to pre-
dict appearances of words in surrounding sentences. Matrix factorisation methods
(Pennington et al. 2014) or window-based methods (Mikolov et al. 2013) are essentially bag-of-word based, which are efficient but do not utilise sequential property of languages. Meanwhile sequential models like RNNs have been widely used in language models, there is not much work in optimising these models for learning word representations. It naturally raises a research question:

**RQ1: How can sequential models be trained to learn word representations from unlabelled data?**

I hypothesise that word representations learned using these sequential model preserve sequential attributes of languages and, thus, are better word representations for text classification. Specifically I train encoder-decoder models where the encoders go through each word sequentially. Word representations are learned so that the model can predict word occurrences given the encoded representation. Compared to sequence-to-sequence models where, in prediction phase, each word is predicted conditioned on the previously predicted word, my models predict word occurrences independently in parallel. Therefore the prediction phase is more efficient and hundreds of words can be predicted at the same time instead of one at a time as in sequence-to-sequence models. At the end, I report different tricks to train the Neural Networks and quality evaluations of my word representations compared to state-of-the-art methods.

### 1.2.2 Chapter 4 summary: Learning higher level features with Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machines

The generative Neural Network, Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM), was previously applied successfully to learn higher-level features from images (Lee et al. 2009). These pre-trained networks and produced higher level features from
raw images are proven to be useful for downstream image classification. A sentence where each word is embedded by a numerical vector becomes a matrix where CRBMs can be applied, similarly to a grey-scale image. In this chapter, I address a research question:

**RQ2:** How we can utilise CRBMs to reconstruct these embedded sentences and higher-level features from trained hidden layers for downstream text classification?

As convolutions are applied to the inputs, hidden layers are expected to capture interactions of consecutive words or phrases. In supervised tasks, outputs of these hidden layers then can be used as additional features to word-level features. I experimented with two data sets, MPQA Subjectivity classification and Movie Review data sets. For each of the data sets, in unsupervised phase, CRBMs are trained with pre-trained word embeddings. In supervised phase, features produced by CRBMs are combined with sums of word embeddings and bag-of-word features for classification. Overall models trained using word embeddings outperform traditional maximum entropy classifier with tf-idf features in both Subjectivity and MR data sets. The additional features trained from CRBMs help improve the performance of our classifiers in both data sets. In addition, nearest neighbours of example phrases in the projected space are shown to have some certain related semantic. The content of this chapter is based on the paper by Huynh et al. (2015).

### 1.2.3 Chapter 5 summary: Adverse Drug Reaction classification with Deep Neural Networks

In this chapter, I investigate the application of pre-trained word representations and Deep Neural Networks in Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) content classification. De-
tecting ADRs is critical for healthcare providers in both pre-market and post-market safety monitoring. The process is expensive and samples are limited in numbers. The ability to automatically detect ADR content from medical records and social media content is thus very valuable to both healthcare providers and patients. Before my work, popular approaches including SVM, Maximum Entropy or Naive Bayes were used. Aligned with the original research question, in this chapter I address a research question:

**RQ3: How can we utilise pre-trained word representations and Deep Neural Networks to improve Adverse Drug Reaction classification?**

Specifically I experimented with training different Deep Neural Network architectures including CNN, Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN), Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) and Convolutional Neural Networks with Attention (CNNA) using Glove word representations. My experiments show that all the Deep Neural Networks outperform the baseline results including a maximum entropy classifier with tf-idf features that is also a baseline in Chapter 4. Additionally attention weights from CNNA can be used to extract important words in the decision making. This is valuable as the ability to intuitively interpret classification decisions helps detecting classifier’s flaws and gaining trust from classifier end users. The content of this chapter is based on the paper by Huynh et al. (2016).

### 1.2.4 Summary

We will now introduce related background and analyses of traditional methods of text classification and new methods to learn language representations. The reviewed literature in next chapter inspires and provides motivations of experiments in the rest of the dissertation.
Chapter 2

Background

The problem of single-label text classification is defined as follows. \( D = X_1, \ldots, X_N \) is a set of training text chunks. Each chunk is labelled with a class label from 1 to \( k \). For a given text record with an unknown label, a trained model is used to predict the class (from 1 to \( k \)) or the probability of this instance assigned to each class.

Overall a text classification is a sub-task of general classification problems. Therefore approaches that are applicable to generic classification problems are also applicable to the text classification problem with naive input features (e.g. one-hot-encoding features). In the scope of this literature review, only data sets and techniques that are unique to text classification are discussed.

There are two common sets of approaches to text classification: rule-based approaches (Brill 1995; Han et al. 2003; Tayyar Madabushi and Lee 2016) and Machine Learning-based approaches (Kowsari et al. 2019). Rule-based approaches use sets of hand-crafted linguistic rules to group text into different classes. The rule-based approaches are easy to be interpreted by human and give the owners full control of adding new rules or removing existing ones. However, these approaches require deep domain knowledge and extensive effort for experts to curate rules. These systems are harder to maintain and improve once the size of rules grows as adding a new
rule could lead to ineffectiveness of existing ones. The Machine Learning-based approaches can address these issues by automatically deriving rules from pre-labelled data with Machine Learning algorithms (classifiers). Labelling data is usually much easier and requires less expert knowledge than generating rules. Some labelled data are also abundant and generated publicly, for example Amazon customer reviews with ratings\(^1\) or news data with classified topics\(^2\). However this is not always the case. Labelled data in many tasks such as machine translation, where a document in an original language needs to be translated to a target language, or reading comprehension, where computers need to give answers to questions related a document, are much less abundant and are expensive to be generated. In addition, the vast number of topics and complex semantic expressed in natural language make it hard to transfer what a machine learns from one task to another. One usually needs to train a new Machine Learning model for each different task. Therefore the effectiveness of Machine Learning approaches is often limited to tasks where the size of available labelled data is large enough and target domains are popular. This is highly inefficient as learned knowledge is discarded. There are a few remedies to this problem. First we know that the majority of words and phrases in the same language have the same meaning in different documents or domains. It is easy to see that if this information is transferred and reused in different tasks, one would need less labelled data than learning from scratch. Second many words have similar meanings (synonyms), opposite meanings (antonyms) or are simply related. This leads to the need of compressing the original space of unique words where each unique word is a separate dimension into a denser lower-dimensional space. Third one can notice that unlabelled data are actu-

\(^1\)https://s3.amazonaws.com/amazon-reviews-pds/readme.html
\(^2\)https://www.kaggle.com/rmisra/news-category-dataset
ally heavily labelled depending on how we frame a task. For example, an unlabelled document can be seen as labelled data in language models where one has to predict word by word in the document sequentially. With this observation, we bring the vast amount of information to available supervised models. Inspired by these motivations, recently there has been significant effort in extracting knowledge from abundant unlabelled data and utilise the new learned knowledge in supervised tasks to improve their effectiveness (Collobert et al. 2011; Mikolov et al. 2013; Pennington et al. 2014; Devlin et al. 2019). Typically word and sequence representations (their projections in a lower dimensional space) are learned from unlabelled data. Inferred representations of inputs are then fed into a classifier for final classification. In this chapter I survey methods that are common in text classification and in learning representations from unlabelled or labelled data. First I discuss different popular text classification models. Next I review different methods that generate word representations and how to evaluate them. Finally I review methods that learn sequence representations and their evaluation.

2.1 The classifiers

A classification model is technically a function that transforms an input into a vector of probabilities whose values are probabilities that the input is classified into different classes. This Section explains models used in popular baselines as well as discussing their strengths and weaknesses.

2.1.1 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is one of the simplest methods for classification and is particularly popular within text classification owing to its simplicity, scalability and effectiveness.
Therefore Naive Bayes remains a popular baseline in text classification (Russell and Norvig 2002).

In Naive Bayes, the probability of a document \(d\) belonging to class \(c\) can be computed according to Bayes’ theorem:

\[
P(c|d) = \frac{P(d|c)P(c)}{P(d)}
\]

as \(P(d)\) is a common denominator for all classes, we can write

\[
P(c|d) \propto P(d|c)P(c).
\] (2.1)

A document \(d\) can be tokenised into a sequence of tokens \(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_k\). Naive Bayes is “naive” due to its assumption of the independence of each token given the class \(c\).

Therefore, Equation 2.1 can be written as

\[
P(c|d) = P(c) \prod_{1 \leq i \leq k} P(t_i|c)
\] (2.2)

The probability of class \(c\) can be estimated directly from training data as

\[
\hat{P}(c) = \frac{N_c}{N},
\] (2.3)

where \(N_c\) is the number of documents which belong to class \(c\) and \(N\) is the number of documents in the training set. The estimated probability \(\hat{P}(t_i|c)\) is the ratio of number of times the token \(t_i\) appearing in class \(c\) documents and total number of tokens in all class \(c\) documents.

Although Naive Bayes is simple and scalable, there are limitations in this method. First training data usually does not contain all possible term-class associations. Second both \(\hat{P}(c)\) and \(\hat{P}(t_i|c)\) are approximations and can be far from their true values depending on the data coverage and quality. Third the independence assumption is
unrealistic. One can overcome this problem by expanding tokens into bags of \( n \)-grams. However doing so introduces additional noise from even rougher approximations as \( n \)-grams are less popular than uni-grams that compose them.

### 2.1.2 Maximum Entropy Classifier

Another popular family of models in text classification is Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) classifiers (Berger et al. 1996). The Maximum Entropy concept adopts Occam’s razor of the least complex hypotheses and is somewhat similar to the concept of regularisation. Specifically a MaxEnt model seeks to maximise the conditional entropy

\[
H(p) = -\sum_{d,c} \tilde{p}(d)p(c|d) \log p(c|d),
\]

where \( \tilde{p}(d) \) is the empirical distribution of \( x \). With some transformation using Lagrange multiplier, the solution to Equation 2.4 is

\[
\lambda^* = \arg\max_{\lambda} \sum_d \tilde{p}(d) \log Z_\lambda(d) + \sum_i \lambda_i \tilde{p}(f_i),
\]

where \( f_i \) is feature \( i \) and \( Z_\lambda(d) \) is a normalising constant

\[
Z_\lambda(d) = \sum_c \exp \left( \sum_i \lambda_i f_i(d,c) \right).
\]

Training MaxEnt models can be done with iterative scaling algorithms such as Generalized Iterative Scaling and Improved Iterative Scaling or gradient-based methods such as L-BFGS and Coordinate Descent (Yu et al. 2011).

The MaxEnt model is closely related to Naive Bayes but offers more flexibility to pass different types of features. The main drawback is the features have to be manually engineered and, often, require expert or domain knowledge. In addition, it is not clear how we can leverage knowledge from unlabelled data to the classification task.
2.1.3 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is also another model that is extensively used in text classification. Amongst models with maximum two layers of transformations, Support Vector Machine (SVM) constantly appears as one of the strong performers (Turney 2002; Pawar and Gawande 2012). In the simplest form, an SVM is a binary classifier that constructs a hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training-data point of any class (Vapnik and Lerner 1963). Formally we assume a training data set of \( n \) points \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\) where \( y_i \) is either \(-1\) or \(1\). We can select two parallel hyperplanes that separate the two classes of data so that the distance between them is as large as possible. These hyperplanes can be defined as

\[
w \cdot x - b = 1
\]

and

\[
w \cdot x - b = -1.
\]

As the distance between the hyperplanes is \( \frac{2}{\|w\|} \), we want to minimise \( \|w\| \) under the constraints

\[
y_i(w \cdot x - b) \leq 1 \quad \forall i \ 1 \leq i \leq n.
\]

For data that are not linearly separable, a soft-margin goal is minimised instead:

\[
\left[ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max \left(0, 1 - y_i(w \cdot x_i - b)\right) \right] + \lambda \|w\|.
\]

To find solutions for the soft-margin problem, we solve the Lagrange dual

\[
\text{maximise } f(c_1, \ldots, c_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_i c_i (x_i \cdot x_j) y_j c_j
\]

subject to \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i y_i = 0 \) and \( 0 \leq c_i \leq \frac{1}{2\lambda} \) for all \( i \).
Figure 2.1: Selected hyperplanes and separator hyperplane that separates data points from two classes with maximum margin.

For non-linear classification, we solve the optimisation problem:

$$\text{maximise } f(c_1, \ldots, c_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_i c_i k(x_i, x_j) y_j c_j$$

subject to $\sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i y_i = 0$ and $0 \leq c_i \leq \frac{1}{2n\lambda}$ for all $i$, where $k(x_i, x_j)$ is called the kernel function. In the case of linear SVM, $k(x_i, x_j)$ is the dot product of $x_i$ and $x_j$.

Compared to Naive Bayes and MaxEnts, SVMs are robust when working with high dimensional data. As SVMs are trained by selecting support vectors (data points on marginal planes) that are most further apart, they are independent of the dimensionality of the feature space. Text classification is described as an ideal choice for SVMs by Thorsten Joachims (1998) as text data are highly dimensional and extremely sparse.
2.1.4 Neural Networks

Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy Classifier or SVM are considered shallow architectures as they typically apply only one or two (non-linear SVM) transformations on top of their inputs. This limits their ability to capture complex hidden relationships amongst their inputs. Different to the above architectures, Neural Networks are typically stacked to form architectures with multiple layers (hence deep) where each layer is expected to capture relationships of inputs from the previous layer. Noticeably we can also stack a Maximum Entropy Classifier (equivalent to Single-layer perceptron or Softmax layer) or an SVM on top a Neural Network to form a deep architecture (Tang 2013).

In simple terms, a Neural Network is a collection of connected units. Each connection is analogous to a synapse and each unit is analogous to a neuron. A synapse carries a weight that multiplies its inputs and the connected neuron transforms the multiplied inputs to produce a correspondent output. We now discuss various popular types of Neural Networks from related literature.

2.1.4.1 Feedforward Neural Network

Feedforward Neural Networks are Neural Networks whose connections do not form a cycle. These are distinguished from Recurrent Neural Networks or Restricted Boltzmann Machines that are discussed later Sections. The simplest form of Feedforward Neural Network is a Single-layer perceptron (SLP) that has no hidden layer and the inputs are connected directly to the outputs. Incoming values to each output node are summed and optionally transformed. These SLPs can be stacked to form a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) (Figure 2.2) that has greater power of expression as the inputs go
through many layers of transformation. MLPs can be trained by Stochastic Gradient Descent with back-propagation (Rumelhart et al. 1986).

### 2.1.4.2 Convolutional Neural Network

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a biologically inspired variant of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Hubel and Wiesel 1968; Fukushima 1980). CNNs exploit spatial proximity by learning interaction between neurons of adjacent layers. Weights contain sub-regions, called receptive-fields or filters. The sub-regions are tiled to cover the entire visual field (Figure 2.3). Output from applying each filter to the input forms a feature map. If we denote $x$ as the input, the $k$-th feature map at a given layer as $h^k$, whose filters are determined by the weights $W^k$ and bias $b_k$, then the feature map $h^k$ can be obtained as follow:

$$h^k_{ij} = \tanh \left( (W^k * x)_{ij} + b_k \right)$$

where $*$ denote convolution. Similarly to Feed-forward Neural Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks can also be trained using standard back-propagation (LeCun 1989).

LeCun et al. (1998) introduce a sub-sampling layer stacked on each convolutional layer in LeNet-5 network (Figure 2.4). The sub-sampling layers perform local averaging (another convolution). The purpose of sub-sampling layers is to reduce overfitting.
2.1.4.3 Recurrent Neural Network

Contrary to Feedforward Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a class of Neural Networks whose connections between neurons form directed cycles. This type of architectures enables the networks to model data with sequential or temporal nature. These can also have modules that behaves like memories which store signals from previous time steps and feed these signals back in the current time step.

There are several common types of RNNs which are fully-connected RNN, Elman networks (Elman 1990), Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1982) and Jordan networks (Jordan 1989). The simplest RNN is fully-connected RNN whose recurrent layer has
nodes that fully connect to themselves. The standard method for training a RNN is Gradient Descend with Back-Propagation Through Time (BPTT) (Rumelhart et al. 1986). In BPTT, the network is unfolded in a number of time steps so it becomes a feedforward network. The gradient is computed in a similar manner to vanilla back-propagation for each time step, however, RNNs when trained with BPTT suffer from gradient vanishing and gradient exploding problems. These are caused by the error gradient while being back-propagated grows or shrinks exponentially depending on the size of their weights (Hochreiter 1991). Noticeably these problems also apply to deep MLPs where gradient back-propagated to the first layers reduces or increases exponentially. To resolve these issues, several different types of neurons with modified inner connections are introduced such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al. 2014), Residual Networks (He et al. 2015) or Highway Networks (Srivastava et al. 2015).

We now discuss the popular Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks that address these issues of RNNs which can back-propagate error gradient efficiently in excess of 1000 steps of time intervals (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997).

2.1.4.4 LSTM

Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) introduce Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks whose hidden neurons are composed of gated units. The idea of gated units is for the network to be able to control the flow of information that contributes to the final output. With these gated units, it is possible that only a few inputs participate into the network output, thus, error gradient can be back-propagated through very few nodes.
There are many variants of LSTMs. We now discuss the vanilla architecture that incorporates changes from Gers et al. (2000) and Gers and Schmidhuber (2000) into Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997). In detail, each vanilla LSTM (Figure 2.5) module at time $t$ contains a central value acting as memory $c_t$. There are also input gate $i_t$, output gate $o_t$ and forget gate $f_t$. These gates are results of combinations of $c_t$, input $x_t$ and output $h_{t-1}$. A new value $c_t$ is the result of gated input and gated $c_{t-1}$. Output of the module is $c_t$ gated by output gate $o_t$. The mathematical equations of these units are detailed below:

$$
\begin{align*}
    f_t &= \sigma_g(W_f x_t + U_f h_{t-1} + b_f) \\
    i_t &= \sigma_g(W_i x_t + U_i h_{t-1} + b_i) \\
    o_t &= \sigma_g(W_o x_t + U_o h_{t-1} + b_o) \\
    c_t &= f_t \odot c_{t-1} + i_t \odot \sigma_c(W_c x_t + U_c h_{t-1} + b_c) \\
    h_t &= o_t \odot \sigma_h(c_t)
\end{align*}
$$

where:

- $x_t \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is input vector to the LSTM unit.
- $f_t \in \mathbb{R}^h$ is the forget gate’s activation vector.
- $i_t \in \mathbb{R}^h$ is the input gate’s activation vector.
- $o_t \in \mathbb{R}^h$ is the output gate’s activation vector.
- $h_t \in \mathbb{R}^h$ is the output vector of the LSTM unit.
- $c_t \in \mathbb{R}^h$ is the cell state vector.
- $W \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times d}, U \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times h}$ and $b \in \mathbb{R}^h$ weight matrices and bias vector parameters.
- $\sigma_g$ sigmoid function.
- $\sigma_c$ hyperbolic tangent function.
- $\sigma_h$ can be sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent or identity function.

Weight matrices and bias vectors can be trained using SGD with BPTT.

LSTM nowadays are critical components in state-of-the-art NLP systems such as speech recognition (Chiu et al. 2018), machine translation (Wu et al. 2016) and language modelling (Shen et al. 2018).

### 2.1.4.5 Restricted Boltzmann Machine

Next we examine a family of generative Neural Network architectures that learn joint probabilities of inputs and their hidden units from unlabelled data. Specifically we are
interested in the property where these models can infer the conditional probability of hidden values given visible values. Once the conditional probability is known, we can sample hidden values given inputs, thus, project the original inputs into a smaller hyper-space. The projected values can be fed into a classifier with less number of parameters than if being fed with the original inputs. The reduction in number of parameters helps avoid overfitting where labelled data is scarce.

An RBM is an undirected bipartite network with a set of hidden units $h$, a set of visible units $v$, and symmetric connection weights between these two layers represented by a weight matrix $W$ (Figure 2.6).

With an energy function $E(v, h)$, the generative probability of the network is given by

$$P(v, h) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp(-E(v, h)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $Z$ is the partition function that ensures the sum of $P(v, h)$ over all possible $v$ and $h$ is one.

The hidden units are binary-valued, and the visible units are binary-valued or
real-valued. For binary visible units, the energy function is given by

\[ E(v, h) = - \sum_{i \in \text{visible}} b_i v_i - \sum_{j \in \text{hidden}} c_j h_j - \sum_{i,j} v_i h_j w_{ij}, \tag{2.6} \]

where \( b_i \) are visible unit biases, \( c_j \) are hidden unit biases.

In many applications, inputs are normally real-valued and noisy. In this cases, the energy function is given by

\[ E(v, h) = \sum_{i \in \text{visible}} \frac{(v_i - b_i)^2}{2 \sigma_i^2} - \sum_{j \in \text{hidden}} c_j h_j - \sum_{i,j} \frac{v_i}{\sigma_i} h_j w_{ij}, \tag{2.7} \]

where \( \sigma_i \) is the standard deviation of the assumed noise level for unit \( i \).

In real applications, it is easier to first normalise each component of the data to have zero mean and unit standard deviation and then use contrastive divergence (Hinton 2002) with zero noise to learn the RBM parameters.

With the proposal of Contrastive Divergence (Hinton 2002), a fast-learning algorithm, RBM has been successfully applied in a wide range of applications. To explain Contrastive Divergence, we assume that we have an input \( X \), and model parameters \( \Theta \). The likelihood is given by

\[ p(X; \Theta) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \frac{1}{Z(\Theta)} f(x_k; \Theta), \tag{2.8} \]

where \( Z(\Theta) \) is defined as the partition function

\[ Z(\Theta) = \int f(x; \Theta) dx, \tag{2.9} \]

and \( K \) is the number of observations. Maximising this likelihood is equivalent to minimising the negative log of \( p(X; \Theta) \), denoted \( E(X; \Theta) \), where

\[ E(X; \Theta) = \log Z(\Theta) - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \log f(x_k; \Theta). \tag{2.10} \]
One of the ways to find a local minimum is to use gradient descent with line search.

We write down the partial derivative of Equation 2.10:

\[
\frac{\partial E(X; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} = \frac{\partial \log Z(\Theta)}{\partial \Theta} - \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{\partial \log f(x_i; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta}
\]

\[
= \frac{\partial \log Z(\Theta)}{\partial \Theta} - \left\langle \frac{\partial \log f(x; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} \right\rangle_X
\]

The right term can be easily computed from the given data, the left term can be expanded as:

\[
\frac{\partial \log Z(\Theta)}{\partial \Theta} = \frac{1}{Z(\Theta)} \frac{\partial Z(\Theta)}{\partial \Theta}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{Z(\Theta)} \frac{\partial}{\partial \Theta} \int f(x; \Theta) dx
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{Z(\Theta)} \int \frac{\partial f(x; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} dx
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{Z(\Theta)} \int f(x; \Theta) \frac{\partial \log f(x; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} dx
\]

\[
= \int p(x; \Theta) \frac{\partial \log f(x; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} dx
\]

\[
= \left\langle \frac{\partial \log f(x; \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} \right\rangle_{p(x; \Theta)}
\]

From here we can see that the left term can be approximated by drawing samples from the proposed distribution \( p(x; \Theta) \). Hinton has found that empirically even one-step Gibbs sampling works well.

Larochelle and Bengio (2008) and Salakhutdinov and Hinton (2009) show that discriminative fine-tuned Deep Boltzmann Machine can perform well in handwritten digit and 3D object recognition tasks. However, these settings require input objects to be re-scaled to a fixed size that can cause information loss. It also requires a significant large number of parameters for full connections between visible layer and hidden layer.
2.1.4.6 Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine

A Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM) (Lee, Grosse, Ranganath, and Ng 2009) is similar to a normal RBM but weights between visible units and hidden units are shared among all locations in the hidden layer (Figure 2.7). This property makes CRBM a good fit for sequential inputs like sentences or documents. Only a fixed number of weights are needed regardless of its input length.

In a two-dimensional setting, the input layer is an array with dimension of $N_V \cdot N_V^3$. The hidden layer consists of $K$ groups with each group an $N_H \cdot N_H$ array of binary units. Each of the $K$ groups is associated with $N_W$-dimensional filter weights, which are shared across all the hidden units within the group. This results in $N_W$ being set

\footnote{For notation convenience, we assume a squared matrix. Note that there is no requirement that the inputs must be equal-sized or even two-dimensional in CRBM.}
as $N_V - N_H + 1$. Denoting $b_k$ as a shared bias for each group, $c$ a shared bias for the visible units, the energy function of the network is defined by

$$E(v,h) = - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{N_H} \sum_{r=1}^{N_W} h_j^k W_r^k v_{j+r-1} - \sum_{k=1}^{K} b_k \sum_{j=1}^{N_H} h_j^k - c \sum_{i=1}^{N_V} v_i.$$

(2.19)

As there are $K$ groups in the hidden layer, it is easy for the model to learn trivial features and be overfitted. Lee, Ekanadham, and Ng (2008) suggest adding a regularisation term that penalise a deviation of the expected activation of the hidden units from a fixed level $p$. Hence, the optimisation problem for a training set $(v^{(1)}, \ldots, v^{(m)})$ is defined as

$$\text{minimize}_{\{w_{ij}, c, b_j\}} - \sum_{l=1}^{m} P(v^{(l)}, h^{(l)}) + \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left| p - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{l=1}^{m} E[h_j^{(l)}|v^{(l)}] \right|^2,$$

where $p$ is the target sparsity, a constant controlling the sparseness of the hidden units, $\lambda$ is a regularisation constant, $n$ is the number of hidden units. The optimisation can be done with Gradient Descent where the gradient of the left term can computed by Contrastive Divergence (Lee et al. 2009) and computing gradient of the right term is straight forward.

### 2.1.5 Denoising Autoencoders

A more generic framework to learn representations from unlabelled data is autoencoders (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams 1986; Elman and Zipser 1988). An autoencoder has an encoder and a decoder. The encoder transforms an input vector $v$ to a hidden representation $h$. The decoder transforms the hidden representation $h$ into $v'$ in the input space so that $P(V|Z = v')$ generate $V$ with high probability. The training goal is to maximise the likelihood $P(V|Z = v')$.

As one can easily learn an autoencoder simply with identity mapping and retain complete information of its input, autoencoders are usually applied with constraints.
One of the popular constraints is to use hidden representations in lower dimensional space than the input space. In this case, if only linear mappings and squared error are used, the autoencoder is essentially equivalent PCA (Baldi and Hornik 1989). Another popular constraint is to use sparse coding where the autoencoders are trained to limit the number of non-zero units in the representations (Ranzato et al. 2007; Ranzato et al. 2008). Vincent et al. (2010) propose a denoising criterion for the decoder to reconstruct the original input from a corrupted input. Vincent et al. (2010) show that stacked denoising autoencoders have reconstruction and classification performance that is better than stacked ordinary autoencoders and equivalent to stacked RBMs.

Given that RBMs have better performance than ordinary autoencoders and similar performance to denoising autoencoders, we decide to explore usage of RBMs for learning language representations in Chapter 4.

2.2 Word representations

As the document universe is large, most solutions to text classification break text documents into smaller separate tokens (tokenisation). These tokens, usually words, are used as inputs into the classification models instead of the whole documents. We now review different methods to represent these input units.

2.2.1 n-grams

If each token is treated as a separate dimension in the token hyperspace, we call these models uni-grams. If each $n$ consecutive tokens are treated as a separate dimension, we have $n$-gram models. Although $n$-gram models are simple and usually efficient, representing each unique $n$-gram as a separate dimension in the hyperspace has multiple problems. One obvious problem is that words with similar or related meanings
are represented as totally unrelated tokens. The shared properties are completely not embedded in this representation. Besides this type of representations requires words in testing data to appear in training data to be used for prediction. Another problem with \( n \)-grams models is the vocabulary grows prohibitively in size when \( n \) increases. This leads to the need of huge corpora cover this size of the vocabulary in order to avoid overfitting. Even though this problem can be somewhat relived by smoothing methods like Laplace smoothing (Manning et al. 2008), Good-Turing smoothing (Gale and Sampson 1995) or Kneser Ney smoothing (Ney et al. 1994), these smoothed values are purely estimations. To overcome these problems, several alternative representations have been studied.

2.2.2 Co-occurrence matrices

Since Harris (1954) introduces the distributional hypothesis, in which words sharing similar contexts imply similar meaning, different methods have been proposed to learn word representations from their contexts. One of the dominant approaches to represent contexts is to use co-occurrence matrices. An introduction to popular co-occurrence matrices are presented in this Section and how they are used to learn word representations is discussed in the next Section.

One of the most popular co-occurrence matrices in information retrieval is term-document matrices (Deerwester et al. 1990). A term-document matrix has unique terms as rows, documents as columns and number of times term \( i \) appearing in document \( j \) as the value of cell \((i,j)\). These frequency values are often weighted by tf-idf where the cell values are multiplied by inverse of their numbers of appearances.

Church and Hanks (1989) suggest to use Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) as an indication of word association. Given a text corpus, A PMI score of two words \( x \)
and $y$ is defined as

$$I(x, y) = \log_2 \frac{P(x, y)}{P(x)P(y)}$$

where $P(x, y)$ is the probability when $x$ and $y$ occur together in the corpus. The PMI metric positively correlates with this frequency while negatively correlating with how often $x$ and $y$ occur independently. When there is a genuine association between $x$ and $y$, one might expect $P(x, y)$ to be larger than $P(x)P(y)$. This leads to $I(x, y) > 0$. While there is no association between $x$ and $y$, we can expect $P(x, y) \approx P(x)P(y)$, consequently $I(x, y) \approx 0$. $P(x)$ and $P(y)$ are estimated by the ratio of number of times the word $x$ and $y$ appear in a corpus to the size of the corpus. $P(x, y)$ is the ratio of number of times $x$ is followed by $y$ in a window of $w$ words to the size of the corpus.

Lund and Burgess (1996) construct term-term co-occurrence matrices based on rolling contexts. By moving a window of 10 words over a source corpus, co-occurrence counts of terms are collected. Each co-occurrence count is inversely scaled by the distance (in words) between two words in the window. This finally forms a matrix of co-occurrences of every single word pair.

Bullinaria and Levy (2007) examine different co-occurrence statistics with different distance metrics when evaluating word semantic and syntactic similarity. The examined statistics include PMI, Positive PMI, conditional probability $p(c|t)$ and probability ratio $\frac{P(c|t)}{P(c)}$, where $t$ is a target word and $c$ is a contextual word that appears within a fixed number of words around $t$. Examined distance metrics include:
**Euclidean**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = \sum_c |p(c|t_1) - p(c|t_2)|^2 \)

**City block**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = \sum_c |p(c|t_1) - p(c|t_2)| \)

**Cosine**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = 1 - \frac{\sum_c p(c|t_1) p(c|t_2)}{\left( \sum_c p(c|t_1)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \sum_c p(c|t_2)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \)

**Hellinger**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = \sum_c \left( p(c|t_1)^{\frac{1}{2}} - p(c|t_2)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right)^2 \)

**Bhattacharya**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = -\sum_c \log\left( \frac{p(c|t_1)^{\frac{1}{2}} p(c|t_2)^{\frac{1}{2}}} {p(c|t_1)^{\frac{1}{2}} p(c|t_2)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right) \)

**Kullback-Leibler**  \( d(t_1, t_2) = \sum_c p(c|t_1) \log \left( \frac{p(c|t_1)}{p(c|t_2)} \right) \).

Bullinaria and Levy (2007) found that Positive PMI within short context window (less than 10 words) with cosine works best for word semantic similarity benchmarks while probability ratio with cosine has best performance in a syntactic benchmark. They also observe that closed class words, low frequency words, corpus size and quality add useful information for most tasks while dimensionality reduction may not be necessary for their performances.

### 2.2.3 Matrix factorisations

Deerwester et al. (1990) introduce Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA/LSI) that learns document and word latent representations by factorising a term-document matrix into lower rank matrices using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). First a term-document co-occurrence matrix is built, often weighted by tf-idf due to its effectiveness. Let’s call this matrix \( C \), which is decomposed into \( U\Sigma V^T \). In a term-document matrix with \( m \) terms and \( n \) documents, \( U \) is a \( m \times m \) unitary matrix, \( \Sigma \) is an \( m \times n \) rectangular diagonal matrix and \( V \) is an \( n \times n \) unitary matrix. In practice, as \( m \) and \( n \) are usually very large (\( m \) can be hundreds of thousands and \( n \) can be millions), \( C \) is usually approximated as a lower rank matrix \( \tilde{C} \) based on minimising Frobenius
distance between $C$ and $\tilde{C}$. In this case, $\tilde{C} = U_k \Sigma_k V_k^\top$ where $k$ is the chosen lower rank (typically hundreds), $U_k$ is a $m \times k$ term matrix, $\Sigma_k$ is a $k \times k$ rectangular diagonal matrix with the $k$ largest eigen values, $V_k^\top$ is $k \times n$ document matrix. Once the co-occurrence matrix is factorised, two documents $i$ and $j$ can be compared by comparing two vectors $\Sigma(V_i)^\top$ and $\Sigma(V_j)^\top$. Two terms $i$ and $j$ can be compared by comparing vectors $\Sigma(U_i)^\top$ and $\Sigma(U_j)^\top$.

Lund and Burgess (1996) analyse principle components of the term-term co-occurrence matrix (Hyperspace Analogue to Language - HAL) and find that word representations in the co-occurrence space share semantic and associative relationships. However HAL models are biased to words with high frequencies even though many of them have relative little information (i.e. stop words). From this observation, Rohde et al. (2006) introduce different normalisation strategies (COALS) to factor out this effect such as ignoring left/right distinction, reducing the window size from 10 to 4 words, discarding columns based on word frequency instead of word variance, replacing co-occurrence by correlation and replacing negative correlations by zeros. They find that the word representations achieved from COALS-SVD outperform LSA and HAL in word similarity tasks.

Blitzer et al. (2004) experiment with linear (Principal Component Analysis - PCA) and non-linear (Semidefinite Embedding - SDE) dimensionality reduction to learn bi-gram representations from bi-gram co-occurrence matrix. However this approach is not scalable as it is not practical to store a bi-gram co-occurrence matrix for all bi-gram pairs from the vocabulary.

Lebret and Collobert (2014) observe that when co-occurrence statistics are discrete probabilities, Frobenius distance is not suitable for co-occurrence matrix reconstruc-
tion. They propose to use Hellinger distance

\[ H^2(P, Q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_i (\sqrt{P_i} + \sqrt{Q_i})^2 \]

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are discrete probability distributions while reconstructing co-occurrence matrices by PCA (hence HPCA). To use Hellinger distance, co-occurrence statistics have to be discrete probability measures. Specifically their co-occurrence statistic of a word \( w \) and a context \( T \) is computed as

\[ p(w|T) = \frac{p(w, T)}{p(T)} = \frac{n(w, T)}{\sum_w n(w, T)} \]

where \( n(w, T) \) is the number of time \( w \) and \( T \) appear together. The authors show that word representations built by Hellinger-distance PCA outperform ones built by Euclidean-distance SVD in Named Entity Recognition and Movie Review tasks.

Slightly different to Lebret and Collobert (2014), Pennington et al. (2014) instead use \( \log p(w|T) \) as their co-occurrence statistic. The motivation behind this idea is the log odd ratio \( \log \left( \frac{p(i|k)}{p(j|k)} \right) \), that represents relative relationship of word \( i \) and word \( j \) to a context \( k \), is conveniently computed by \( (v_i - v_j)^\top \hat{v}_k \) where \( v_i, v_j \) are vector representations of words \( i, j \) and \( \hat{v}_k \) are vector representations of context \( k \). In a word-word co-occurrence matrix, bias terms are introduced to keep the symmetry so that

\[ v_i^\top \hat{v}_k + b_i + \hat{b}_k = x_{ik} \]

where \( X_{ik} \) is the number of times word \( i \) appearing in context \( k \). Variables \( v, \hat{v}, b \) and \( \hat{b} \) can be found by solving weighted least square regression with the loss function shown in Equation 2.20. The weight function \( f(X_{ij}) \) gives more weight to popular co-occurring pairs and less weight to unpopular ones. In their experiments, the authors found \( x_{\text{max}} = 100 \) and \( \alpha = 3/4 \) work best empirically.

32
\[ J = \sum_{i,j=1}^{V} f(X_{ij})(w_i^T \hat{w}_j + b_i + \tilde{b}_j - \log X_{ij})^2 \]  

\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{x}{x_{\text{max}}} \right)^{\alpha} & \text{if } x < x_{\text{max}} \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]  

It is found that their word representations (Glove) have better performance when compared to HPCA and SVD in both word similarity and word analogy tasks while trained with corpora with similar sizes.

### 2.2.4 Neural word representations

A family of more sophisticated methods to learn word representations are ones that utilise Neural Networks. Compared to matrix factorisation methods, non-linear Neural Networks can capture more complex relationship between their inputs as they are non-linearly transformed at different layers of the networks. Meanwhile recent advancements have shown that Deep Neural Networks can still be trained efficiently with variants of Stochastic Gradient Descent (Duchi et al. 2011; Zeiler 2012; Kingma and Ba 2014). Another advantage of Neural Networks is its architecture flexibility such as convolutional and recurrent connections models very well sequential lingual data such as sentences or documents.

Hinton (1986) study word and relation representations from structural data using feedforward neural networks with back-propagation. Their data set contains a set of agent-relation-patient triplets. To learn the representations, the authors build a network to predict the patient from the agent-relation pair for each triplet. Their networks contain an input layer that is a pair of one-hot-encoding vectors of input agent and relation. A one-hot-encoding vector is a vector whose only one dimension
has a value of 1 and the rest have values of 0s. A categorical value can be represented by a one-hot-encoding vector whose number of dimension is number of categories and the dimension which represents the specified category has value of 1. Each one-hot-encoding vector is connected to a 6-unit hidden layer. These 12 hidden units are connected to a 12-unit second hidden layer. This layer is then fully connected to a 6-unit hidden layer. The penultimate layer is connected to an output layer for decoding the patient in the triplet. The entire network is trained with back-propagation and gradient descent. The final representations are achieved by the values of the hidden units activated directly from the one-hot-encoding inputs.

Even though successfully demonstrating the ability of neural networks to learn latent representations of different agents and relations, Hinton (1986)’s approach is restricted to the availability of this type of relational data sets. Bengio et al. (2003) push the idea to a large scale that focuses on language modelling and leverages the redundancy of text data. Given a set of training samples \( w_1 \dotsc w_T \) where \( w_t \in V \) (\( V \) is a vocabulary), they aim to learn \( f(w_t, \dotsc, w_{t-n+1}) \) that mimics the empirical probability \( \hat{P}(w_t|w_1 \dotsc w_{t-1}) \). They define a distributed representations matrix \( C \) of size \( |V| \times m \) that maps any element \( i \) of \( V \) to a real vector \( C(i) \in \mathbb{R}^m \). The function \( f \) then can be computed from

\[
f(i, w_{t-1}, \dotsc, w_{t-n+1}) = g(i, C(w_{t-1}), \dotsc, C(w_{t-n+1})),
\]

where \( g \) is softmax function

\[
g(i, C(w_{t-1}), \dotsc, C(w_{t-n+1})) = \frac{e^{y_i}}{\sum_w e^{y_w}}.
\]

The training is obtained by maximising the log-likelihood

\[
\mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{N} \log f(w_t, w_{t-1}, \dotsc, w_{t-n+1}; \theta) + \mathcal{R}(\theta),
\]
where $R(\theta)$ is the regularisation term and $N$ is the number of words in the corpus.

\[ y = b + Wv + U \tanh(d + Hv), \]

where $v$ is the concatenation of $C(w_{t-1}), \ldots, aC(w_{t-n+1})$, $H, U, W$ are the model’s parameter matrices and $b, d$ are biases.

The network is trained using parallelised asynchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent to train the parameter set $\theta = (b, d, W, U, H, C)$ for maximising regularised log-likelihood. Details of the parallel training can be found from the original paper. Bengio et al. (2003)’s experimental results show that significantly better perplexity\(^4\) can be obtained using neural networks, in comparison with the best of the $n$-grams models: interpolated or smoothed tri-gram models (Jelinek and Mercer 1980), back-off $n$-gram models with the Modified Kneser-Ney algorithm (Kneser and Ney 1995;

---

\(^4\)Geometric mean of inverse probability of each word given previous context. Perplexity is a measure for how well a distribution can be predicted.
Chen and Goodman (1996) and other class-based \(n\)-gram models (Brown 1990; Kneser and Ney 1993; Niesler et al. 1998). Morin and Bengio (2005) improve the NPLM by using hierarchical softmax instead of traditional softmax in the output layer. This technique reduces the computational cost for computing normalised probability of the predicted word from \(O(|V|)\) to \(O(\log |V|)\).

Mnih and Hinton (2007) propose two factored Restricted Boltzmann Machines (one temporal, one is non-temporal) and a log-bilinear language model that uses word representations to reduce one-hot-encoding inputs into a smaller space and boost training speed. RBMs are trained using Constrastive Divergence (Hinton and Salakhutdinov 2006) and the log-bilinear model is trained using stochastic gradient descent. The authors do not provide qualitative analysis on their word presentations but report an improvement on their language model over NPLM for a mixture of bi-linear and \(n\)-gram model. Also by using RBM, Dahl et al. (2012) use Metropolis-Hasting for training \(n\)-gram RBM with energy function

\[
E(v, h) = -c^\top - \sum_{i=1}^{n} b^\top v^{(i)} - h^\top U^{(i)} D v^{(i)}, \tag{2.22}
\]

where \(D\) is the word representations matrix, \(v\) is the visible layer, \(h\) is the hidden layer, \(U\) is connection weights between visible and hidden layers. \(b, c\) are bias factors. The model utilises a word representation matrix to project the input to smaller dimension space. The trained word representations combined with bag-of-word features yields state-of-the-art sentiment classification when trained by linear SVM compared to previous models.

Collobert and Weston (2008) propose a Deep Neural Network architecture (Figure 2.9) for multi-task learning including part-of-speech tagging, semantic role labelling, language modelling, text chunking and named entity recognition. The authors use
look-up tables for words and other features to project them into dense spaces. The lookup table for words is particularly similar to word representation matrix as a step to convert one-hot-encoding input into lower-dimension values. These projected values are inputs to a convolutional layer, then a Softmax layer for classification.

This look-up table is learned during the supervised and semi-supervised tasks. They do not provide an analysis on the quality of these word representations but show that both multi-task learning and semi-supervised learning improve the generalisation of the shared tasks.

Mikolov et al. (2011) suggest different strategies for training large-scale neural language models. The first strategy is to sort the data in order of their domain relevance. Their training data are split into 560 equally-sized chunks (each containing 40K sentences). A bi-gram model is trained for each chunk. Data chunks are sorted by their perplexity computed from their bi-gram models on the development set. The intuition behind this is that less noisy data are processed at the end, they will have higher weights. The authors observe that sorting the data results in significant lower perplexity and quicker converge than SGD. Vocabulary size is reduced by considering only in-domain words (words that appear in only validation and test data) and grouping them into a smaller number of groups. Other strategies including hashing tricks and parallelisation of matrix calculations. Combining all the tricks, the authors could train a neural network model that achieves 10% relative reduction of word error rate on English Broadcast News speech recognition task against 4-gram model trained on 400M tokens.

Huang et al. (2012) use global word representations computed by weighted average of word representations appearing in the document to improve over the NPLM. Their
Figure 2.9: A Deep Neural Network with an embedding layer, a convolutional layer and a Softmax layer.
learning process adopts the sampling technique from Collobert and Weston (2008) to improve speed. Using trained single-prototype word presentation, the authors use $K$-mean clustering to further cluster weighted means of context word for each word into different sense clusters. Weighted average senses are used for word comparison and defined as

$$S = \frac{1}{K^2} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} p(w, i)p(w', j)d(\mu_i(w), \mu_j(w')),$$

(2.23)

where $\mu_i(w)$ is the cluster centre $i$ of $w$, $d$ is the distance function which is usually cosine similarity. More details of word representation evaluation is discussed in the next Section.

Mikolov et al. (2013) propose two new log-linear language models (Figure 2.10) that learn word representations directly without constructing the full language model. Their models which typically contain single hidden layer are much more efficient to train. The continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model uses context words to predict the centre word while the continuous skip-gram model (Skipgram) use the centre word to predict the context words. These two architectures reduce the complexity for training to $ND + D \log(V)$ and $C(D + D \log(V))$ for each training word per epoch, where $N$ is number of words in the context, $D$ is the dimension of the word presentation, $V$ is the vocabulary size and $C$ is the maximum distance of the words (in number of words). In order to boost training speed, the authors use Hierarchical Softmax (Morin and Bengio 2005) and Asynchronous Gradient Descents (Le et al. 2012) for training. The quality analysis of the trained word representations from these two models suggests that semantic and syntactic analogical questions like “what is the word that is similar to small in the same sense as biggest is similar to big?” can be answered by performing simple algebraic operations with the vector representa-
tions of the words. Skip-gram significantly outperforms representations generated from Neural Language Models and CBOW in semantic analogy task while Skip-gram and CBOW perform similarly in syntactic analogy task. Given both Skip-gram and CBOW can be trained much more efficiently than Neural Language Models, they give superior word representations when trained with bigger corpora and larger vector dimensions. The authors also show that their word representations when used with existing models improve the performances across different NLP tasks like measuring relational similarity, sentiment analysis, paraphrase detection and machine translation.

Mnih and Kavukcuoglu (2013) suggest to use noise-contrastive estimation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen 2010) for speeding up training the log-bilinear model (NCE). Mikolov et al. (2013) further propose a simplified version of noise-constrastive estimation called negative sampling that is even more speed efficient for training their
Skip-gram model. Additionally Mikolov et al. (2013) use sub-sampling to discard frequent words with a probability that is proportional to their frequency. In order to learn representations for phrases and named entities, e.g. “New York Times”, “Toronto Maple Leafs”, the authors use the PMI scores with a discount factor to detect these phrases and convert them into single tokens.

Readdressing the problem of single-prototype word presentation as in Huang et al. (2012), Neelakantan et al. (2014) further develop the Skip-gram into Multi-Sense Skip-gram (MSSG) model as in Figure 2.11. The overall idea is that, to each cluster of $K$ context clusters, a sense embedding is assigned and used to predict the context words. With MSSG, all words have $K$ number of context clusters. In order to overcome this issue, the authors also use an online $K$-mean clustering for non-parametric clustering (NP-MSSG). In the evaluation, their models outperform the Skip-gram model in two datasets WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al. 2002) and SCWS (Huang et al. 2012).
Botha and Blunsom (2014) tackle compositional morphology by breaking words into smaller factors. The word representations can then be computed by adding these factor representations, e.g.:

\[
\text{imperfection} = \text{im} + \text{perfect} + \text{ion}
\]

These factor representations are then trained using log-bilinear model (Mnih and Hinton 2007) with class-based decomposition (Goodman 2001) for speeding training. They demonstrate that their morphology-guided CSLMs (continuous space language models) improve intrinsic language model performance when compared to baseline CSLMs and \(n\)-gram MKN models.

Word representations learned by training Neural Networks show superior quality compared to those constructed with Matrix Factorisation methods Mikolov et al. (2013). However so far, state-of-the-art methods do not to utilise deeper than 2-layer Neural Networks. In fact the next Section shows that some Neural Network-based methods actually implicitly optimise goals that are similar to Matrix Factorisation methods. The advantage of shallow Neural Networks is they are fast to be trained and scalable to corpora with billions of words. It is also not clear whether a more complicated architecture is needed to train better word representations for the quality metrics. To answer these questions, we shall revisit learning word representations with more complicated architectures in Chapter 3.

2.2.5 Implicit Matrix Factorisation

Levy and Goldberg (2014) reveal that the state-of-the-art NCE, Skip-gram Negative Sampling (SGNS) in fact implicitly factorise weighted shifted PMI matrices. The
authors then propose alternative representations with shifted Positive PMI

\[ \text{SPPMI}_k(w, c) = \max \left( \text{PMI}(w, c) - \log k, 0 \right) \]

and their SVD. In SVD, an \( m \times n \) matrix \( M \) is factorised as \( U \Sigma V^T \) where \( U \) is a \( m \times m \) unitary matrix with complex numbers, \( \Sigma \) is an \( m \times n \) rectangular diagonal matrix with real non-negative numbers and \( V \) is also a unitary matrix with complex numbers. Different to previous approaches where word representations are computed as \( U \Sigma \) and context representations are computed as \( V \), to achieve symmetry of word and context representations, the authors have word representations as \( U \sqrt{\Sigma} \) and context representations as \( V \sqrt{\Sigma} \). Their results show that SPPMI improves on two word similarity tasks and one analogy task. Their SVD representations achieve at least as good as SGNS for word similarity but worse in word analogy task.

Levy et al. (2015) further improve the above models by borrowing tricks from Mikolov et al. (2013). The authors found that smoothing context distribution while computing PMI matrix boosts performance across tasks

\[ \text{PMI}_\alpha(w, c) = \log \frac{P(w, c)}{P(w)P(c)} \text{ where } P_\alpha(c) = \frac{\#(c)^\alpha}{\sum_c \#(c)^\alpha}. \]

For SGNS, using more negative samples results in better performances. Additionally, sometimes combinations of word and context representations can help with substantial gain compared to only word or context representations alone.

### 2.2.6 Evaluation

Word representations are typically evaluated by comparing word similarities to human annotated scores and finding target words in word analogy task (Mikolov et al. 2013).

In word similarity tasks, similarities are computed by cosine similarity of trained representations. Popular word similarity data sets include WordSim353 (Finkelstein
et al. 2002) that contains two sets of English word pairs and human-annotated scores of relatedness judgement. The first set contains 153 word pairs scored by 13 annotators. The second set contains 200 word pairs scored by 16 annotators. The final score is the Pearson correlation of computed cosine similarities and averaged human annotated scores.

However the WordSim353 data set does not distinguish similarity and relatedness. In fact, the given instruction to annotators is to evaluate how related two words are. To understand the the difference between similarity and relatedness, we can look at the triple cloth, closet and wardrobe. While cloth-closet or cloth-wardrobe are highly related and frequently appear in same context, they are completely different things. Meanwhile closet-wardrobe might not appear together as often as with cloth but they indicate very similar types of containers. From this observation, Agirre et al. (2009) split WordSim353 into two separate data sets WordSim353 Similarity and WordSim353 Relatedness to measure similarity and relatedness separately. Another effort to help with evaluating word representations based on similarity comes from the work of Hill et al. (2015). Hill et al. (2015) build SimLex-999 that contains 999 word pairs sampled from a broad range of concrete and abstract nouns, adjectives and verbs. Each word pair is scored with a similarity rating by approximately 50 subjects.

Other popular data sets for word embedding evaluation include the MEN data set (Bruni et al. 2012) that contains 3,000 word pairs that were selected from a balanced range of relatedness levels according to a text-based semantic score and A. Turk data set (Radinsky et al. 2011) consists of 280 word pairs with relatedness annotated by Amazon’s Mechanical Turk workers. Another data set is made by Luong and Manning
(2013) to focus on evaluating similarity for rare word pairs which are usually ignored in word embedding training method and other data sets.

Word analogy task is first proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013) for word representation evaluation. The idea is as there are many different types of relationships between words, e.g. big to large, big to biggest, big to bigger or big to small, Mikolov et al. (2013) build a data set (Google) consisting of quadruples of \((a, a^*, b, b^*)\). The trained representations are evaluated by finding the word which is closest (using cosine similarity) to \(\vec{a}^* - \vec{a} + \vec{b}\). For example, given the quadruple \((big, biggest, small, smallest)\), first we find a word \(x\) which is closest to \(\overrightarrow{biggest} - \overrightarrow{big} + \overrightarrow{small}\) (3CosAdd). The classification is correct if \(x\) is exactly \(smallest\). The target word can also be found using 3CosMul

\[
\arg\max_{b^* \in V} \frac{\cos(\vec{b}^*, \vec{b}) \cos(\vec{b}^*, \vec{a}^*)}{\cos(\vec{b}^*, \vec{a}) + \epsilon}
\]

which has an effect of reducing the impact of large quantities and amplifying the impact of small quantities. The data set contains 8,869 semantic and 10,675 syntactic questions. Another similar data set (MSR) from Mikolov et al. (2013) focuses entirely on syntactic relationships and contains 8,000 test samples.

The benchmark results are shown in Table 2.1. For similarity and relatedness, there is no single method that outperforms the others in all data sets. While SGNS does better in WordSim Similarity, PPMI does better in WordSim Relatedness. For analogy tasks, SGNS are consistently amongst the best performers. However, when the context window is small, the margin between PPMI and SGNS reduces to be significantly small with 3CosMul metric.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>win</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>WordSim Similarity</th>
<th>WordSim Relatedness</th>
<th>MEN</th>
<th>A. Turk</th>
<th>Rare Words</th>
<th>SimLex</th>
<th>Google Add/Mul</th>
<th>MSR Add/Mul</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>.772</td>
<td>.671</td>
<td>.777</td>
<td>.647</td>
<td>.508</td>
<td>.425</td>
<td>.554/.591</td>
<td>.408/.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGNS</td>
<td>.789</td>
<td>.675</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td>.661</td>
<td>.449</td>
<td>.433</td>
<td>.676/.689</td>
<td>.617/.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GloVe</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>.605</td>
<td>.728</td>
<td>.606</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.388</td>
<td>.649/.666</td>
<td>.540/.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PPMI</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>.442</td>
<td>.360</td>
<td>.518/.649</td>
<td>.277/.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGNS</td>
<td>.772</td>
<td>.690</td>
<td>.772</td>
<td>.663</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.403</td>
<td>.692/.714</td>
<td>.605/.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GloVe</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td>.631</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.700/.712</td>
<td>.541/.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PPMI</td>
<td>.735</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td>.663</td>
<td>.235</td>
<td>.336</td>
<td>.532/.605</td>
<td>.249/.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGNS</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.775</td>
<td>.678</td>
<td>.281</td>
<td>.422</td>
<td>.694/.710</td>
<td>.520/.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GloVe</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td>.754</td>
<td>.616</td>
<td>.266</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>.702/.712</td>
<td>.483/.519</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Performance of each method across different tasks using 2-fold cross-validation for hyper-parameter tuning (Levy et al. 2015).

### 2.3 The sequence representations

It is very often in Natural Language Processing that we have to work with structures that are composed of sequences of individual words, specifically sentences, paragraphs and documents. Studying representations of these structures, either from learned word representations or from scratch, is one of the trending topics in Computational Linguistics. There are two popular approaches to this problem, one is the bottom-up approach (Semantic Composition) that learns semantic compositions from smallest compositional units (e.g. *adj-noun* word pairs) and another is similar to distributed word representations, which learns the compositional representations using their context.

#### 2.3.1 Semantic composition

Smolensky (1990) uses tensor products to connect vectors of individual units to produce structured representations. Tensor product is a generalisation of outer product that produces tensors whose components are products of all possible pairs \((u_i, v_j)\) of the components of vector \(u\) and \(v\). However tensor products result in exponential growth in dimensionality when computing representations of structures with many...
To overcome this problem, Plate (1995) proposes to use circular convolution to compress a tensor product into a vector whose dimensionality is the same as the input vectors. A circular convolution is defined as \( \circlearrowleft: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) such that 
\[
  t_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} c_j x_{(i-j) \mod n}.
\]
Circular convolution can be used for lossy decompression. Kanerva (2009) proposes binary spatter codes that are typically random binary \( N \)-vectors. Compositional representations are combined by component-wise exclusive OR (XOR) of two vectors. Both binary spatter codes and circular convolutions can be computed efficiently meanwhile we can still keep the dimensions unchanged. To retrieve the component vectors, noisy versions can be reconstructed and compared to all component vectors.

While tensors can represent relations and role-filler bindings in a distributed fashion (e.g., in \textit{loves}(John, Mary)), any binding scheme based on tensors violates the role-filler independence. It means that two tensors are only similar when both their roles and fillers are similar. Similar roles when bound to completely different fillers result in completely different tensor products (Holyoak and Hummel 2000). Landauer and Dumais (1997) propose to use simple addition \( a + b \) to represent bi-gram \( ab \). This naive model lacks order sensitivity, i.e. bi-gram \( ab \) has exactly the same representations of \( ba \). Nevertheless, Mitchell and Lapata (2010) show the simple addition works in practice. They additionally suggest to use element-wise multiplication as a composition operation where \( [ab]_i = a_i \cdot b_i \). The element-wise multiplication operation has the best performance in an experimental evaluation of seven compositional models and two non-compositional models.

In the holistic approach, frequent bi-grams are treated as individual words. Rep-
resentations of bi-grams are constructed in the same manner as uni-grams. This approach works well for a small set of high-frequency $n$-grams (Turney 2012). Guevara (2010) use Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR) to predict new bi-gram compositional representations from holistic context vectors of a small set of bi-grams. Their results were promising with the representations generated by PLSR outperforming additive and multiplicative models in one of the two evaluations.

In other approaches, Clark and Pulman (2007), Widdows (2008), Clark et al. (2008), Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011) combine symbolic models and distributed models with linear algebra such as tensor products. Socher et al. (2011), Turney (2012), Turney (2013) work directly with similarity rather than composition.

### 2.3.2 Distributed representations

In an entirely different approach, similar to distributed word representations, sentence and structured representations are learned based on the distributional hypothesis (Harris 1954), e.g. these representations can be learned from the context where they appear. Le and Mikolov (2014) introduce two models to learn representations of paragraphs. In PV-DBOW model, each word and paragraph is mapped to a unique vector. Similar to word2vec, doc2vec learns word and paragraph representations by predicting words using their context and the paragraphs the predicted words belong to. Specifically to predict each word, the context word and paragraph representations (including the predicted word) are either averaged or concatenated as a vector $h$. The vector $h$ is then used as an input into a maximum entropy classifier to predict the word in the centre. At prediction time, the paragraph representations are obtained similarly as at training time with fixed word representations and other weights of the trained model. Le and Mikolov (2014) go further with another model PV-DM which
is similar to PV-DBOW but without using the word vectors at all. The authors find that combining the paragraph representations from two methods usually helps across many tasks.

Also inspired by Skip-gram model, Kiros et al. (2015) introduce skip-thought vectors where sentence representations are learned by predicting the previous and the next sentences with an encoder-decoder model. For each triple $S_{i-1}, S_i, S_{i+1}$, first, a recurrent neural network encodes $S_i$ into a fixed-length vector. This fixed-length vector, or sentence representation, is then used as an input to another recurrent neural network, combined with the current word, to separately predict the next word in $S_{i-1}$ and $S_{i+1}$ consecutively.

Hill et al. (2016) introduce another encoder-decoder model called Sequential Autoencoder (SAE) and Sequential Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE) which have the same architecture as sequence-to-sequence model (Vinyals and Le 2014). SAE encodes sentences and reconstructs them from the encoded version while SDAE works similarly but with corrupted sentences as inputs. Hill et al. (2016) also propose FastSent that is similar to Skip-gram to predict the presence of words in context sentences using the sum of word representations in the middle sentence.

To capture longer historical context, Gan et al. (2017) use a hierarchical CNN-LSTM encoder-decoder model which is similar to the above models but the last sentence representations are fed into an additional LSTM layer to combine with the current sentence’s representations for the final encoded representations (hierarchical). Another proposed model is a CNN-LSTM that combines the auto-encoder and future predictor that predicts both the encoded sentence and the next sentence in a similar manner as SkipThought’s (composite). Finally the authors combine the represen-
tations produced by the hierarchical model and the composite model to produce a combine representations (combine).

Pagliardini et al. (2018) extend C-BOW (Mikolov et al. 2013) to learn sentence representations by using additions of n-gram representations from a sentence to predict n-grams present in the same sentence (Sent2Vec). The sentence representation is computed by averaging the sentence’s n-gram representations. The simple approach results in superior sentence representations and training time compared to the existing methods when trained with un-ordered sentences.

Arora et al. (2017) propose to use a simple weighted average of the sentence’s word representations for computing the sentence representations

\[ c_s = \sum_{w \in s} \frac{a}{p(w) + a}, \]

where \( p(w) \) is the probability of word \( w \) appearing in the corpus. The weighting scheme penalises frequent words and emphasises infrequent words. The weighting scheme is derived from an observation that given the latent embedding \( c_s \) of sentence \( s \), a word \( w \in s \) is sampled with a probability that is not only proportional to \( \langle v_w, c_s \rangle \) but also \( p(w) \). One explanation for this idea is that language is not composed of just semantic but, possibly, syntactic rules. The authors go further to remove the projection to the first principle component from the learned sentence representations. The idea comes from their observation that projections of word representations built by existing methods into the first principle components correlate to common words.

Chen (2017) revamps Huang et al. (2012) and Le and Mikolov (2014)’s idea to learn word representations and document representations by predicting the target word from context words and document’s representations (Doc2VecC). The main difference to Le and Mikolov (2014)’s work is that the document representations
is the average of the representations of words in the document. Additionally the document is randomly corrupted to increase the model’s generalisation.

2.3.3 Evaluations

The learned representations are evaluated in supervised evaluations and unsupervised evaluations.

2.3.3.1 Unsupervised evaluations

Sentence representations are used to evaluate sentence similarities. Two popular sentence similarity data sets are SICK (Marelli et al. 2014) and STS (Agirre et al. 2014). The SICK data set consists of 10,000 pairs of sentences. For each sentence pair, 10 different human annotators score values from 1-5 to indicate whether two sentences are not at all related to highly related. The data set is split into 4,500 training pairs, 500 development pairs and 4,927 testing pairs. All sentence pairs are used for evaluation except the development pairs are held-out for tuning hyper-parameters in some methods. The STS data set consists of 3,750 sentence pairs and ratings. The STS sentence pairs come from six different linguistic domains. For evaluation, sentence-pair similarity is computed by cosine distance of their representations. The cosine distances are correlated with gold-standard human judgements.

Unfortunately, Arora et al. (2017) and Chen (2017) do not report the performances of their generated representations for this task. Overall even trained with unordered sequences Sent2Vec models are the best performers for reported tasks in all models trained with either unordered or ordered sequences. Interestingly Sent2Vec with uni-grams consistently outperforms, or at least on par with, Sent2Vec-bigrams except SICK and STS Forum data sets (Table 2.2). All complex approaches with
Table 2.2: Performance of sentence representations models (Spearman/Pearson correlations) on unsupervised (relatedness) evaluations. Models with +embs are trained with fixed pre-trained word representations.

recurrent neural networks such as SAE, SDAE and Skip-Thought perform poorly compared to more light-weight approaches with simple average over word representations (Sent2Vec, FastSent, CBOW, Skip-gram). Hill et al. (2016) hypothesise that this may be owing to the sequential models computing non-linear encoding of internal sequence representations whose geometry may not be reflected in a simple cosine distance.

2.3.3.2 Supervised evaluations

Several text classification benchmarks are used for evaluating sentence representations generation methods. Typically 5 data sets are used: Movie Review sentiment (MR) (Pang and Lee 2005), Customer Reviews (CR) (Hu and Liu 2004), subjectivity/objectivity classification (SUBJ) (Pang and Lee 2004), opinion polarity (MPQA) (Wiebe et al. 2005) and question-type classification (TREC) (Li and Dan 2002). Each task contains a set of sentences or documents and human annotated labels. All documents are first converted into their representations by the compared methods. These representations are then applied with a logistic regression classifier and L2
regularisation. For data sets whose train-test split is not pre-defined, a 10-fold cross-validation is used. The L2 penalty is tuned by cross-validation on the train group. More details of this process can be found in (Kiros et al. 2015). The bag-of-word baseline for this task is NB-SVM (Wang and Manning 2012) which uses SVM with Naive Bayes log-count ratio on bi-grams. NB-SVM is reported to be a robust and state-of-the-art performer on some popular text classification tasks.

Another supervised evaluation method is paraphrase detection on the Microsoft Research Paraphrase corpus (Dolan et al. 2004). The data set consists of a training set of 4,076 sentence pairs and a test set of 1,724 sentence pairs. Each pair is labelled whether they are paraphrases. To classify whether two sentences are paraphrases, a concatenation of component-wise product $u \cdot v$ and their absolute difference $|u - v|$ is used as an input into a logistic regression model trained similarly to the above text classification tasks. Similar setting is also used to predict sentence similarity with SICK data set where similarity score is predicted in a supervised manner using the same set of features $u \cdot v$ and $|u - v|$ (Kiros et al. 2015).

Performances of the models in text classification task are shown in Table 2.3. The models are grouped by whether they require ordered sentences to be trained with. The results of Bi-LSTM and Tree-LSTM Tai et al. (2015) models that are trained directly with the data set are also reported to compare with the learned representations. The results of supervised sentence similarity task with SICK data set are shown in Table 2.4. Unfortunately, Arora et al. (2017) and Chen (2017) do not report performances of their models in the same textual classification task and Arora et al. (2017) report only Pearson correlation for sentence similarity task.

---

5 Code located at https://github.com/ryankiros/skip-thoughts/blob/master/eval_classification.py

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MSRP (Acc/F1)</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>SUBJ</th>
<th>MPQA</th>
<th>TREC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.3 / 81.7</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE+embs.</td>
<td></td>
<td>70.6 / 77.9</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDAE</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.4 / 83.4</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDAE+embs.</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.7 / 80.7</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>78.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBOW</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.9 / 81.1</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.6 / 81.9</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip-gram</td>
<td></td>
<td>69.3 / 77.2</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBOV</td>
<td></td>
<td>67.6 / 76.1</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-gramTFIDF</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.6 / 81.7</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent2Vec uni.</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.2 / 80.3</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent2Vec uni. + bi.</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.5 / 80.3</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkipThought</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.0 / 82.0</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastSent</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.2 / 80.3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastSent+AE</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.2 / 79.1</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) hierarchical</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.0 / 82.5</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) composite</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.7 / 82.2</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) combine</td>
<td></td>
<td>75.5 / 82.6</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) combine+embs.</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>76.45 / 83.76</strong></td>
<td><strong>77.77</strong></td>
<td><strong>82.05</strong></td>
<td><strong>93.63</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.36</strong></td>
<td><strong>92.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Performances of sentence representations in supervised textual classification. (Hill et al. 2016; Gan et al. 2017)

Overall, Gan et al. (2017)’s combine model perform best across all different data sets. Individually both Gan et al. (2017)’s hierarchical and composite models perform comparably to Skip-Thought. On the contrary to the unsupervised sentence similarity task, sequential models outperform light-weight averaging models in all tasks. The representations generated by sequential models when used as inputs to a supervised logistic regression model perform at least comparably to averaging models (Doc2VecC, Arora et al. (2017)). Corrupting inputs also helps with generalisation when SDAE outperforms SAE in 4 out of 5 textual classification data sets. This mechanism also proves to be useful in Chen (2017). Fixing word representations (+embs models) with pre-trained word representations improves performances across different models (SAE, SDAE, Gan et al. (2017)’s models).

### 2.4 Conclusion

This chapter provides a broad overview of different methods in text classification and textual representation learning. The most effective methods that learn word representations are CBOV and Skip-gram. Even though these methods use Neural...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skip-thought</td>
<td>0.8584</td>
<td>0.7016</td>
<td>0.2687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) hierarchical</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
<td>0.7646</td>
<td>0.3135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) composite</td>
<td>0.8434</td>
<td>0.7767</td>
<td>0.2972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) combine</td>
<td>0.8533</td>
<td>0.7891</td>
<td>0.2791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. (2017) combine+embs.</td>
<td>0.8618</td>
<td>0.7983</td>
<td>0.2668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc2VecC</td>
<td>0.8381</td>
<td>0.7621</td>
<td>0.3053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arora et al. (2017)</td>
<td>0.8605</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-dependent methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>0.8567</td>
<td>0.7966</td>
<td>0.2736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree-LSTM</td>
<td>0.8676</td>
<td>0.8083</td>
<td>0.2532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Performance of supervised sentence similarity with SICK data set.
(Hill et al. 2016; Gan et al. 2017)

Networks for training, they optimise very similar goals to matrix factorisation methods. These networks are thus considered shallow and capture only simple interaction of linguistic discourses. The “shallowness” comes with an important advantage which is their short training time. However the amount of available computational power nowadays has made it much faster to train Deep Neural Networks. In some systems, thousands of Tensor Processing Units (TPUs) are used to synthesise data and train Neural Networks (Silver et al. 2018). The abundance of computational power has made me confident to study usage of Deep Neural Networks in learning language generation which I discuss in detail in Chapter 3. For sequence representation learning, sequential auto-encoders have been used widely. As reviewed earlier RBMs are at least as effective as auto-encoders in reported experiments meanwhile they were not used for this task before. Therefore in Chapter 4, I explore the usage of RBMs for learning sequence representation and evaluate the learned representations in different text classification tasks. Finally in Chapter 5, I investigate applications of different Deep Neural Networks and pre-trained language representations in a real-world task of Adverse Drug Reaction classification and show their effectiveness.
Chapter 3

Word and sentence representation with sequential modelling

Word representations have been learned by matrix factorisation methods or methods that optimise for similar goals. However, the studied methods have been limited to methods based on co-occurrence statistics or windowed bag-of-word shallow Neural Networks. These methods are usually so computationally efficient that they can be trained with huge corpora that may contain billions of words. These bag-of-word models do not utilise the structural nature of languages for their inferences: we hypothesise that by using structural architectures, specifically recurrent Neural Networks, derived word representations contain properties learned from the preserved sequential nature of the input text. Meanwhile the latest sequential models focus less on learning word representations but sentence representations. Additionally, sequential models like Skip-thought or Seq2seq (Sutskever et al. 2014; Cho et al. 2014) are trained to predict only the next immediate word conditioned on the current word and previous sentence representation. We hypothesise that this limits the capability of the models to learn word and sentence semantic as matrix factorisation methods have proven that predicting multiple words within a limited distance improves the learned word representations. In this chapter, I look at different methods to train
sequential models to learn word representations and address the research question RQ1.

3.1 Methodologies

Similar to other sequential models, our model first summarises the content of each sentence into a fix-sized vector $h$. This vector is then used to predict words appearing in its next sentence. For example, given a dictionary $\mathcal{V}$, $a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n$ is a sequence of words from the current sentence, and $\hat{b}_1, \hat{b}_2, \ldots, \hat{b}_m$ is a sequence of words in the next sentence, we would like to find a model $P$ so that:

$$P(\hat{b}_1, \hat{b}_2, \ldots, \hat{b}_m|a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) = \max_{b_i \in \mathcal{V}} P(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m|a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \quad (3.1)$$

The problem with this type of models is that with the vocabulary size of typical hundreds of thousands, the prediction space would be too large for contemporary computational power and require a huge number of training data. In Skip-thought or Seq2seq, the goal is simplified as:

$$\hat{b}_i = \arg \max_{b \in \mathcal{V}} P(b|\hat{b}_1, \ldots, \hat{b}_{i-1}, a_1, \ldots, a_n) \quad \forall i \in [1 \ldots m]$$

This type of simplification is good for sentence generation as it takes as much information as possible to predict the next word but not necessarily good for learning word representations or sentence representations. Meanwhile Word2vec, Glove and other matrix-factorisation based methods show that predicting words in further distance helps with learning word representations with better quality (Levy et al. 2015).

We make a simple observation that to learn word and sentence representations, predicting the exact order of the words in the next sentence is not necessary. It
is often that inserting, deleting or swapping one or two words from the sentence doesn’t change its meaning drastically (Landauer et al. 1997). In many cases, given the context one can understand the sentence well without the correct order of the words at all. Based on this observation, we relax the target so that \( \hat{b}_1, \hat{b}_2, \ldots, \hat{b}_m \) are independently drawn. With this simplification we get

\[
P(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) = \prod_i^m P(b_i | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n).
\]

Computing \( P(b_i | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \) is significantly less computationally expensive compared to the joint probability. However, a typical vocabulary with a size of hundred thousands of words is still not scalable when training a classification model with a vanilla softmax function. To tackle this problem, we use negative sampling (Mikolov et al. 2013) to sample a small set of negative samples for each positive word. With negative sampling, our final goal is to find the maximum likelihood of a binary classification instead

\[
\prod_i^m \left( P(y(b_i) = 1 | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \prod_{\tilde{b} \in N(b_i)} P(y(\tilde{b}) = 0 | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \right),
\]

where \( N(b_i) \) is a set of negative samples for word \( b_i \), and \( y(w) \) is the indication of whether the word \( w \) appears in the current sentence.

We use a one-layer LSTM (Figure 3.1), followed by a hidden linear layer \( h \) to summarise the current sentence \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \) with an initially randomised embedding \( W \). Let \( h \) be the output vector of the recurrent network, we now have:

\[
P(y(w) | a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) = P(y(w) | h)
\]

The probability of a word appearing in the current sentence can be computed from the dot product of its embedding and the previous sentence’s summary \( h \):

\[
P(y(w) = 1 | h) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-W_w \cdot h)}
\]
So far, our model is only different to skip-thought or seq2seq models at predicting consecutive words or independent words. Now we discuss several tweaks that make our models distinctive from the existing models.

3.1.1 Predicting context

We hypothesise that a good sentence presentation should be able to capture not only future but also past and presence. In fact, Gan et al. (2017) show that a composite model that decodes both current and next sentence beats the future model that decodes only the next sentence. Similarly in learning word embeddings (word2vec, glove, svd), predicting contexts including words on both sides improves the learned word embedding quality. From this observation, we extend the model to predict words appearing in a fixed-size window of sentences centred at the current sentence rather than predict just words in the immediate next or previous sentence. In the experiment, we report how this affects the quality of learned word representations.

To highlight the difference, let us have a look at the example of the following excerpt:

\( s_{-2}: \) I flipped open the pad and wrote: walking home.

\( s_{-1}: \) I shoved it back in my pocket and continued walking.

Figure 3.1: LSTM Recurrent Neural Network. The arrows show the directions of connections.
\( s_0 \): The sun was almost gone and shadows were starting to appear behind everything.

\( s_1 \): I looked at my own shadow, that danced behind me.

\( s_2 \): The phone buzzed again as Seth sent me a reply.

Skip-gram iterates through each word and tries to predict the words surrounding it independently. CBOW iterates through each word and tries to predict that word using its surrounding words. Skip-thought iterates through each sentence and predicts the words in the next and previous sentences consecutively. Our methods iterate through each sentence and predict words in the surrounding sentences and itself independently. Specifically in the given example, we iterate through each sentence \( s_{-2} \) to \( s_2 \). At \( s_0 \), we compute the representation of \( s_0 \) and use it to predict words in all sentences \( s_{-2} \) to \( s_2 \).

### 3.1.2 Stateful LSTM

We make a small modification to the traditional recurrent layer where the initial states of the recurrent units are either randomly initialised or set as zeros. Our LSTM initial states are initialised as the last values from the previous sentence. The purpose of this modification is to make the LSTM layer to take the representation from the last sentence into the computation of the current sentence’s representation. However in order to achieve this, we have to shuffle the training sentences so that the data can be independently and identically distributed. This makes our optimisation be no longer standard Stochastic Gradient Descent. Nevertheless the empirical results show a good convergence of the loss function on the validation set and trained word representations’ quality. It is worth noting that during training, the LSTM is not
unfolded beyond the first word of each sentence. Thus the error gradient is not back propagated any further than the first word of the centre sentence.

3.1.3 Data interleaving

In order to set the last states of the previous sentence as the initial states of the next sentence, we first read a large batch of \( K \) consecutive sentences (\( K = 10,000 \) for small data sets and \( K = 100,000 \) for larger data sets). Each epoch of training is done by iterating through all mini-batches created from large batches. Each mini-batch has a size of 25 sentences. Mini-batch \( i \) from a large batch is formed by sentences with indices \( i, K/25 + i, 2K/25 + i, \ldots, 24K/25 + i \) from the large batch. Each large batch has \( K/25 \) mini-batches. By iterating through interleaved sentences from mini-batches, the last states of the LSTM from the previous sentence is remained as initial states of the LSTM for the next sentence.

3.1.4 Neural Networks

There are many different ways to transform a sentence into a fixed-size vector using Neural Networks. In this study, we experiment with 3 different simple architectures:

- A simple sum of word embeddings from the sentence that is the same as FastSent model (Hill et al. 2016).
- A simple forward LSTM, stacked by a linear layer (LSTM).
- A convolutional layer, followed by a forward LSTM layer and a linear layer (Conv-LSTM).

In FastSent model, the sum of the word embeddings is the sentence representation. In both LSTM and Conv-LSTM models, the output of LSTM at the last word of the
sentence is our sentence representation.

3.2 Experiments

In this experiment, we evaluate the capability of our approach to learn word representations\(^1\). We train the model with two corpora: the Brown corpus\(^2\) and the Book corpus (Zhu et al. 2015). The Brown corpus consists of one million words of American English text printed in 1961. The text is sampled for 15 different categories including press reports, press reviews, science fiction, etc. The Book corpus is a larger data set that consists of almost one billion words from 11,038 free books written by yet

\(^1\)Source code of the experiments can be found at https://github.com/trunghlt/DocumentModel
\(^2\)https://www1.essex.ac.uk/linguistics/external/clmt/w3c/corpus_ling/content/corpora/list/private/brown/brown.html
unpublished authors. With the Brown corpus, we experiment with different architectures and parameters as it is quicker to train with a smaller data set. With the Book corpus, we could only do one experiment with one configuration of parameters as it took us two months to train for only one epoch with a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. We now discuss different settings that are used for training the model in both corpora.

For both corpora, we choose the number of negative samples as 2 (samples are drawn from uniform distribution), maximum length of centre sentence as 50 (longer sentences are clipped and shorter sentences are padded with a special token at the beginning), maximum length of predicted sentences as 25 (clipped and padded similarly to centre sentence), word embeddings with 300 dimensions, the vocabulary size of 20,000. The vocabulary is built from the top most frequent words for each corpus. All models are trained by Adagrad (Duchi et al. 2011). With Brown corpus, we iterate through 200 training epochs while we could only train with 1 epoch with the Book corpus as it took us 2 months to train for only 1 epoch.

We compare our trained word embeddings with ones learned by CBOW and Skip-gram. Both CBOW and Skip-gram models are trained by Gensim\(^3\) with all words lower-cased, 1 epoch (we found these methods are quickly overfitted and work best when trained with 1 epoch), window size of 10 and dictionaries with similar size to the other models.

Following Section 2.3.3, we evaluate the trained word embeddings within word similarity task (data sets include WordSim353, WordSim353 Similarity, WordSim353 Relatedness), word analogy task (Google and MSR data sets) and text classification

\(^3\)https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
Table 3.1: Word similarity and word analogy evaluations of word embeddings trained with Brown corpus.

Results with † are statistically significantly different from both CBOW and Skip-gram baselines. All tests are done using bootstrapping with $p$-value = 0.05 and Bonferroni correction. Bold values are the best for each data set. Bold values are the best for each data set.

Table 3.2: Word similarity and word analogy evaluations of word embeddings trained with Brown corpus.

Bold values are the best for each data set.

(Movie Review and Subjectivity) for Brown corpus. For Book corpus, we evaluate the trained word embeddings with word similarity tasks. The settings for word similarity and word analogy evaluations are the same as in Levy et al. (2015). For text classification, we simply compute the means of word embeddings in input documents and use them as inputs to a simple logistic regression model for binary classification. Results are the mean of accuracies from 20-fold cross validations.

With Brown corpus where we could train our models with 200 epochs, both results on word similarity and word relatedness trained by LSTM and Conv-LSTM when evaluated with WordSim353 data set are better than ones trained by bag-of-word

Table 3.3: Text classification results using mean of embeddings trained from different methods with Brown.

Results with † are statistically significantly different from CBOW and Skip-gram baselines. All tests are done using student-t tests with $p$-value = 0.05 and Bonferroni correction. Bold values are the best in each data set.

---

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data
models Skip-gram and CBOW. When evaluated with SimLex999, even though Skip-gram is still the best model, the gap between LSTM and Skip-gram is small (0.006).

In word analogy evaluations, LSTM and Conv-LSTM’s results are significantly worse than than CBOW and Skip-gram. We hypothesise that analogy inferences from word embeddings trained by more complex sequential models require more sophisticated modelling than simple 3CosMul or 3CosAdd (Levy et al. 2015). In text classification, word embeddings trained from our LSTM model significantly outperform ones trained with CBOW and Skip-gram in Movie Review and Subjectivity data sets (Table 3.3).

To evaluate the impact of sentence window size in which we predict word appearances, we experiment with different window sizes of 3, 5 and 11. The results in Table 3.4 show that bigger window size is better for learning word representations. However the gain from bigger window size reduces when window size is larger than 5. Choosing larger window size however increases training time linearly. Therefore one would want to choose an appropriate window size so that the additional training time is worth of performance gain.

To evaluate the impact of stateful LSTM compared to non-stateful LSTM, we
experiment with training the word representations with two models where data are interleaved with stateful LSTM and shuffled with non-stateful LSTM. The results from two experiments are reported in Table 3.5 which show stateful LSTM significantly outperforms non-stateful LSTM in 3 of out 4 data sets, especially by a large margin in WordSim353 Similarity data set.

With Book corpus where Conv-LSTM is trained with only 1 epoch, its word similarity evaluation is not as good as Skip-gram across different data sets but comparable to CBOW. Unfortunately as it takes us two months to train the model, we could not experiment with training Conv-LSTM with more epochs. In a hindsight, one should go with a simpler model, perhaps LSTM, it is quicker to train.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose and experiment with a novel approach of learning word representations where these word representations are trained by predicting word appearances in centre sentence and its surrounding sentences using summary of the centre sentence. Our ideas including predicting word appearances in distant sentences, stateful LSTM and interleaved training data prove to efficiently improve the learned word representations on state-of-the-art Skip-gram models on Brown corpus in similarity, relatedness metrics. Our embeddings also perform better than CBOW and Skip-gram in text classification when means of word embeddings are used as input. Unfortunately our model takes significantly more time to train than Skip-gram. Therefore in a larger Book corpus, we could only train our model with 1 epoch and could not achieve better word representations than Skip-gram’s. Another drawback from our approach is our learned word representations do not perform as well as
Skip-gram and CBOW in analogy tasks. We hypothesise that as our representations are trained with more complex sequential models, it requires non-linear transformation for inferences rather than simple linear 3CosAdd or 3CosMul. In Chapter 4, I show that sums of word representations when combined with phrase-level representations further improves subjectivity classification on MPQA data set and sentiment classification on Movie Review data set. In Chapter 5, I show that using Deep Neural Networks with embedded word representations improves Adverse Drug Reaction classification over simple sums of word representations.

In the future, we would like to continue the experiments with sub-sampling as used in Mikolov et al. (2013) and more sophisticated sampling methods than currently used uniform sampling of negative words. Another improvement could be to make stateful LSTM propagate further than the first word of the centre sentence. This will help the error to propagate to words in previous sentences and, potentially, help the model to learn more effective representations as they capture longer relationship and extract more information from the same amount of training data. In term of speed, one could experiment with deep convolutional networks or Transformer network (Vaswani et al. 2017) as these networks can be parallelised more efficiently.
Chapter 4

Higher level features with generative models

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, semi-supervised learning for word representations and sentence representations helps improve performance for text classification as a whole. In this chapter, we further study learning the representations of higher-level discourse structures with generative models. Given that textual semantic changes depending on word compositions and discourse structures, we experiment with learning representations of phrases using existing word representations and stacked Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machine. With stacked unsupervised Neural Networks, new representations can be learned for n-grams, phrases or the whole sentences. We observe that the learned representations when combined with existing features help improve overall performances on two tasks: subjectivity vs objectivity classification and sentiment classification.

4.1 Related work

In text classification tasks where labelled data is scarce, it is useful to use features learned from unsupervised methods as additional features for training. At word level, work by Collobert and Weston (2008), Turian et al. (2010), Dahl et al. (2012) shows
that word representations learned by generative models improve overall performance on different NLP tasks including POS tagging, chunking, Named Entity Recognition, Semantic Role Labelling and Sentiment Analysis. At sentence level, Ko and Seo (2000) use manually create keywords to classify sentences into predefined categories and feed these information into a Naive Bayes classifier for document category classification while Hill et al. (2016) use autoencoder and denoising autoencoder to learn sentence representations.

Subjectivity/Objectivity classification is a task where a sentence is classified as whether nor not it carries the author’s own opinion. Pang and Lee (2004) show that removing subjective sentences and their adjacent sentences slightly improves accuracy over their baseline. In information retrieval, the ability of telling whether a sentence is subjective or objective also allows users to retrieve only opinions or facts. Riloff and Wiebe (2003), Wiebe and Riloff (2005) focus on a bootstrapping process that learns subjective and objective patterns from sentences. Wiebe and Riloff (2005) develop the idea further with training Naive Bayes classifiers from bootstrapped data. Other related works extending their work with various n-gram features and different lexical instantiation include papers by Wilson and Raaijmakers (2008), Raaijmakers et al. (2008), Murray and Carenini (2009).

Early work on sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee 2004; Turney 2002; Dave, Lawrence, and Pennock 2003; Beineke, Hastie, Manning, and Vaithyanathan 2004; Pang and Lee 2005) mainly focuses on combining bag-of-words with traditional features (POS tags, negation words, bi-grams, lexical information) based on Naive Bayes, Max-Ent or SVM models. Nakagawa et al. (2010) apply CRFs with hidden variables to sentence-level sentiment classification. Socher et al. (2011) introduced recursive
autoencoders that learned vector space representation for multi-words phrases and achieved the state-of-the-art performance on sentence-level sentiment classification using only sentence-level training data set.

Recent work on subjectivity and sentiment classification relies extensively on word/sentence representations and supervised Deep Neural Networks (Kalchbrenner et al. 2014; Kim 2014; Kiros et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2016).

4.2 Methodologies

For learning higher level features in sentences, we chunk each sentence in our data sets into separate words using NLTK’s Treebank Work Tokenizer\(^1\). Words that were not present in the pre-learned word embeddings were replaced by “UNKNOWN”. Additionally we tagged words using the NLTK POS tagger and replaced proper nouns (NNP, NNPS) with “ENTITY”. We did not perform stemming and kept punctuations since some punctuations such as “!” might be indicative of sentiment. Each word is then represented by its corresponding word embedding, which has a form of a vector of length \(N_V\).

For a sentence containing \(L\) words, when we stack its word embeddings, we construct a matrix of size \(L \times N_V\) shown as visible layer in Figure 4.1 (left). Therefore, each sentence is represented by a matrix with the same column size (\(N_V\)) although its row size (sentence length \(L\)) differs from each other. We use the first CRBM to learn hidden features from \(n\)-grams. These first level hidden features are then fed into the second CRBM to learn another higher-level sets of features. Combining all these features improves the sentiment analysis results as will be shown in Section

\(^1\)http://nltk.org/_modules/nltk/tokenize.html#word_tokenize
4.3. Figure 4.1 illustrates how we learn higher-level features from sentences using two hidden CRBM layers. All layers are trained using Contrastive Divergence with 1-step Gibbs sampling. Figure 4.2 shows examples of the input, hidden values and reconstructed inputs into the first CRBM layers.

Figure 4.1: A CRBM network with two hidden layers. In all layers the width of filters is always equal to the width of the input layer. This helps the network learn interactions among all input features rather than with individual words.

For the first CRBM layer, we use $K_1$ Gaussian-binary unit filters\(^2\). Each filter has a size of $n \times N_w$. With the row size $n$, the CRBM can learn higher-level features from $n$-gram word sequences. In our work here, we set $n = 5$ as this is the typical word sequence length used for inducing word embeddings (Collobert and Weston 2008). We add two padding words at the beginning and the end of each sentence so that convolution can be done with sentences with less than 5 words. Each convolutional filter produces a $L \times 1$ vector where $L$ is the length of an input sentence. The sum of these vectors forms a set of features that we call CRBM-layer1 features.

Stacking sequentially $K_1$ vectors produces a matrix of $L \times K_1$ binomial probabilistic units. We then applied another CRBM with $K_2$ binary-binary unit filters each of which has a size of $m \times K_1$. The parameter $m$ is empirically set to 9. Sums of vectors

\(^2\)We have real-valued visible units and binary-valued hidden units. As such, filters connecting the visible layer and the hidden layer have Gaussian-binary units.
Table 4.1: Nearest neighbours of some example phrases in the CRBM first-layer hidden space with Continuous Bag-Of-Words embedding on the Movie Review data set. The distance is computed from vectors built by applying first layer filters to the phrases (so each vector has \( K_1 \) dimensions).

Table 4.1 demonstrates that the hidden features learned from the CRBM network co-locate syntactically related phrases. In addition, the learned hidden higher-level features can capture semantic similarities between phrases, for example, “films provide some great insight” and “film delivers a solid mixture” conveys a similar meaning.

4.3 Experiments

We evaluate our proposed framework on two tasks, sentence-level subjectivity classification (classify a sentence as subjective or objective) on the MPQA corpus and sentence-level sentiment classification (classify a sentence as positive or negative) on the MR dataset. Both datasets contain over 10,000 sentences and have roughly equal
class distributions. For each dataset, we have experimented with two different embeddings, the C&W embeddings (Collobert and Weston 2008) and the Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) embeddings (Mikolov and Zweig 2012).³

**C&W Embeddings** Collobert and Weston (2008) construct a data set containing all possible windows of text from the entire of English Wikipedia. Positive examples are windows from Wikipedia while negative examples are the same windows but where the middle word has been replaced by a random word. They trained a two-class classification Neural Network that optimises

\[
\sum_{s \in S} \sum_{w \in V} \max(0, 1 - f(s) + f(s^w)),
\]

where \(S\) is the set of training windows, \(V\) is the word dictionary and \(s^w\) is the sentence where the middle word has been replaced by the word \(w\). In practice, only a small sample of \(w\) used in training.

In this work, we use the modified version of this representation provided by Turian et al. (2010) trained with 5-gram windows as it is publicly available and widely used in other research.

**Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) Embeddings** In order to scale the training better with larger number of dimensions, Mikolov et al. (2013) introduce a simple one layer-neural network that predicts a word from sum of surrounding word representation. By using hierarchical softmax, the network computational complexity is \(O(N \times D + D \times \log(V))\) where \(N\) is the number of surrounding words, \(D\) is number of representation dimensions and \(V\) is dictionary size. With that linear complexity,

³Source code of the experiments can be found at https://github.com/trunghlt/StackedRBMs.
the network can be easily scaled to thousands of dimensions. This embeddings has been shown by Mikolov et al. (2013) to outperform C&W embeddings in several semantic-related tasks.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our proposed framework on two tasks, sentence-level subjectivity classification (classify a sentence as subjective or objective) on the MPQA corpus and sentence-level sentiment classification (classify a sentence as positive or negative) on the movie review data set (MR)\(^4\). Each corpus is experimented with two different architectures for two different embeddings.

**C&W embeddings** We experimented with two hidden layers. All layers are trained by Contrastive Divergence with 1-step Gibbs sampling.

With the first layer, we use the 50-dimension version of the word embeddings that is made publicly available by Turian et al. (2010)\(^5\). After transformation, each sentence then has a width of 50 columns. We used 100 Gaussian-binary unit filters and each filter has a size of \(5 \times 50\) (5 rows and 50 columns). With this height, the network can learn higher level features from 5-gram word sequences (we chose 5 because it is consistent to embedding training processes). Because sentence lengths vary and can have a minimum length of 1, we added two padding words at the beginning and the end of each sentence so that convolution can be done with sentences which have less than 5 words. In order to prevent overfitting, we also set a target sparsity of the network to be \(p = 0.01\). Each convolutional filter produces a \(L \times 1\) (\(M_H = L, N_H = 1\))

\(^4\)http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data/

\(^5\)http://metaoptimize.com/projects/wordreprs/
hidden layer where $L$ is the length of an input sentence. Sum of these hidden layers form a set of features that we call CRBM-layer1.

Stacking horizontally 100 of these hidden layers produces images of $L \times 100$ binomial probabilistic units (e.g., see Figure 4.3). After padding these images with rows of zeros, we then apply another CRBM with 30 binary-binary unit filters and each filter has a size of $9 \times 100$. Sums of hidden layers produced from this CRBM form another set of features that we call CRBM-layer2.

We also experiment with different number of filters for each layer with the MPQA data set. Results are reported in Figure 4.4. Overall, the performance is better for more hidden layers in the first stack while it peaks at 50 layers in the second stacks. For the 2-layer stacked architecture, we choose 100 filters for layer 1 because of its relative performance and low computational intensity and memory usage compared to the model trained with 200 filters.

**CBOV embedding** Using the code from Google\(^6\), we train two embeddings: first with 200 dimensions with CBOW models and data from first one billion characters from Wikipedia\(^7\) used for subjectivity/objectivity classification task, second with 100 dimensions with data from Large Movie Review Dataset\(^8\) used for sentiment classifi-

---

\(^6\)https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
\(^7\)http://mattmahoney.net/dc/enwik9.zip
\(^8\)http://ai.stanford.edu/~amaas/data/sentiment/
fication task. Both embeddings were trained with windows of 5-grams and all other parameters of word2vec are set as default values. We use a similar CRBM network structure and training process as described in the previous section with only changes in number of filters and target sparsity at each layer. The first layer network has 200 filters with size of $5 \times 200$ and a target sparsity of $p = 0.01$. The second layer network has 50 filters with size of $9 \times 200$ and a target sparsity of $p = 0.5$.

Table 4.1 shows phrases that are nearest to sampled phrases in the first-layer hidden space for movie review data set. As we can see, syntactically and semantically related phrases are mapped into close neighbourhoods. This proves our learned hidden higher-level features carry useful syntactic and semantic content. However even though indicating different sentiments, some phrases are projected closely to each other (e.g. “films provide some great insight” and “it lacks a strong narrative”, “you want to hate it” and “you want to love it”). This is due to the properties of CBOW embeddings whose training process does not distinguish word-level sentiments existing in training data.

4.3.2 Results

Subjectivity Classification For sentence-level subjectivity classification, we combine word embeddings in sentences with higher level features learned from stacked CRBMs and train a linear SVM model with default parameters. All models are cross-validated with 10 folds.

We compare our proposed approach with four baselines. Lexicon labelling uses the MPQA subjectivity lexicon to label a sentence as subjective or objective depending

---

9http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
10http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
Figure 4.4: Subjectivity classification (MPQA) accuracies with different feature sets using C&W embeddings.

It can be observed from Table 4.2(a) that simply training SVM from CBOW word embeddings already outperforms all the baselines. Additionally incorporating higher level features learned by CRBM further improves the accuracy. In particular, adding the CRBM-layer1 features seems to be quite effective. Further adding the CRBM-layer2 features only results in marginal improvements. Overall, with our proposed approach we observed 4% improvement in accuracy upon the best baseline model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon labelling</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjLDA (Lin, He, and Everson 2011)</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes (Wiebe and Riloff 2005)</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| With C&W 2008 embeddings                  |              |
| Sum of embeddings (SoE)                   | 75.3* **     |
| SoE + CRBM-layer1                         | 76.4* **     |
| SoE + CRBM-layer1 & 2                     | 77*          |

| With CBOW embeddings                      |              |
| Sum of embeddings (SoE)                   | 77.3*         |
| SoE+CRBM-layer1                           | 78.1* †       |
| SoE+CRBM-layer1 & 2                       | 78.3*         |

(a) Subjectivity classification on MPQA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME-TFIDF</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoF-Reversal</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree-CRF (Nakagawa, Inui, and Kurohashi 2010)</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy RAE (Socher, Pennington, Huang, Ng, and Manning 2011)</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| With C&W 2008 embeddings                  |              |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE                         | 76.9*        |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE + CRBM-layer1           | 77.3*        |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE + CRBM-layer1 & 2       | 77.6*        |

| With CBOW embeddings                      |              |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE                         | 78.1*        |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE + CRBM-layer1           | 78.5* †      |
| BoF-Reversal + SoE + CRBM-layer1 & 2       | 78.7* †      |

(b) Sentiment classification on MR.

* statistical significance \( p < 0.05 \) with respect to the baselines
† statistical significance with respect to its next best model.

All hypothesis tests were done with student-t tests.

Table 4.2: Experimental results
**Sentiment Classification**  For sentence-level sentiment classification, we compare our results with four baselines, Maximum Entropy with tf-idf features (ME-TFIDF), combining Bag-of-Features with Polarity Reversal (BoF+Reversal), a dependency tree based classification method employing Conditional Random Fields (Tree-CRF) (Nakagawa, Inui, and Kurohashi 2010), and the greedy Recursive Autoencoder (RAE) network (Socher, Pennington, Huang, Ng, and Manning 2011). Here, Bag-of-Features refer to the surface forms, base forms, and POS tags of word uni-grams. Polarity reversal indicates polarity reversing caused by content-word negators. These features are trained using linear SVMs with default parameters and and validated by 10-fold cross validation.

It can be observed from Table 4.2(b) that using CBOW word embeddings gives similar performance as Greedy RAE. With additional features from a two-layer CRBMs, the model outperforms all the baselines. Although the improvement may appear modest, they are very notable in comparison to the scale of improvements reported in similar literature (Nakagawa, Inui, and Kurohashi 2010; Socher, Pennington, Huang, Ng, and Manning 2011).

### 4.4 Conclusions

In this work, we have shown the ability to use Stacked Convolutional Deep Belief Network to learn useful higher level features of sentences with pre-trained word embeddings. These features when combined with existing common features boost the performance of simple shallow linear models (linear SVM) to outperform the baseline model using Maximum Entropy classifier with tf-idf features and state-of-the-art models in both tasks subjectivity/objectivity classification and sentiment classifica-
tion. In two experimented embeddings, CBOW embeddings with higher number of dimension outperform C&W2008 in both experimented tasks.

Experiments in this chapter fulfil the research question RQ2. In future development, we are tempted to explore supervised deep convolutional networks with this pre-training setting. It is also interesting to investigate the effect of training with Fast Persistent Contrastive Divergence (Tieleman and Hinton 2009), Rectified Linear Hidden Units (Nair and Hinton 2010), Dropout (Hinton 2014) and Maxout (Goodfellow et al. 2013) on the current architecture. We are also interested in training an embedding that can distinguish between words with different sentiments and using this embedding for the experimented pipeline.
Chapter 5

Adverse Drug Reaction Classification with Deep Neural Networks

Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) are potentially very dangerous to patients and are amongst the top causes of morbidity and mortality (Pirmohamed et al. 2004). Many ADRs are hard to discover as they happen to certain groups of people in certain conditions and they may take a long time to expose. Healthcare providers conduct clinical trials to discover ADRs before selling the products but they are normally limited in numbers. Thus, post-market drug safety monitoring is required to help discover ADRs after the drugs are sold on the market. In the United States, Spontaneous Reporting Systems (SRSs) is the official channel supported by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). However these systems are typically under-reported and many ADRs are not recorded in the systems. Recently unstructured data such as medical reports (Gurulingappa et al. 2012; Gurulingappa et al. 2012) or social network data (Ginn et al. 2014; Nikfarjam et al. 2015; Weng et al. 2017) have been used to detect content that contains ADRs. Case reports published in scientific biomedical literature are abundant and generated rapidly. Social networks are another source of redundant data with unstructured formats. While an individual tweet or Facebook status that
contains ADRs may not be clinically useful, a large volume of these data can expose serious or unknown consequences.

In this chapter, to address the research question RQ3, we introduce different Neural Network architectures that classify unstructured documents to whether they contain ADR content. We show that even without engineered features our Neural Networks with word embeddings outperform Maximum-Entropy Classifiers with different weighting schemes for n-gram features.

5.1 Related Work

Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches have been used to detect ADRs and their relations from Electronic Health Records (EHR) (Wang et al. 2009; Friedman 2009) and clinical reports (Aramaki et al. 2010; Gurulingappa and Fluck 2011). Both EHRs and clinical reports have several advantages over plain text or social network data such as they contain more complete records of patients’ medical history, treatments, conditions. Leaman, Wojtulewicz, Sullivan, Skariah, Yang, and Gonzalez (2010) are ones of the first to attempt to extract ADRs from text and social networks. They generate a golden data set for DailyStrength\(^1\), a social network where its users share health-related struggles and successes with each other, and lexicons created from UMLS Methathesaurus\(^2\), SIDER (Kuhn et al. 2010) and The Canada Drug Adverse Reaction Database\(^3\). Their data set contains a total of 6,890 comment records. Their approach is rather straight forward, which uses direct matches of terms in their built lexicons against terms tokenised from the comments. They report a precision of 78.3%, a recall of 69.9% and an F-score of 73.9%. Further work that focuses on

\(^1\)http://www.dailystrength.org/
\(^3\)http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/medeff/index-eng.php
exploring existing or expanded lexicons to find ADRs can be found at (Benton et al. 2011; Harpaz et al. 2012; Gurulingappa et al. 2012; Yates and Goharian 2013; Liu and Chen). Lexicon-based approaches are limited in the number of drugs studied or the number of target ADRs. Nikfarjam and Gonzalez (2011) introduce a rule-based approach on the same DailyStrength data set. Though it does not perform as well as the lexicon-based approach, it can detect expressions not included in the lexicons.

With the emergence of annotated data, there have been more machine-learning based approaches to ADRs detection. Gurulingappa and Fluck (2011) use Decision Trees, Maximum Entropy and SVMs with many engineered features. They obtain an F-score of 77% for ADR class with ADE data set. Sarker and Gonzalez (2015) use SVMs with different feature sets from combined data sets (ADE, Twitter and DailyStrength). They observe that combining Twitter with ADE data sets or DailyStrength with Twitter data sets helps improving their performances. Nikfarjam et al. (2015) use Conditional Random Fields to simultaneously detect ADRs and the condition for which the patient is taking the drug. In addition to traditional features, they introduce embedding clusters features trained with word2vec and k-means clustering. Rastegar-Mojarrad et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2016) use ensemble models that combine decision trees (Random Forest) or different classifiers with various features.

Overall, approaches to ADR detection have been limited with shallow models and heavily engineered features. There has been a lack of an end-to-end approach that relies on redundancy of unannotated and annotated data.
5.2 Deep Neural Network architectures

In this section, we introduce a number of Neural Network architectures and propose two new models, Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN) and Convolutional Neural Network with Attentions (CNNA)\(^4\).

\(^4\)Source code is available at https://github.com/trunghlt/AdverseDrugReaction
5.2.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)s are recently extensively used in many computer vision (Alex Krizhevsky et al. 2012; Szegedy et al. 2014; Simonyan and Zisserman 2014; He et al. 2015). In NLP, CNNs (Figure 5.1) were previously used successfully in sentence classification and sentiment analysis (Collobert et al. 2011; Kim 2014; Zhou et al. 2015). The network starts with a convolutional layer with Rectified Linear Units (RLUs) (Glorot et al. 2011). A RLU takes an input and returns the original input if it is larger than 0, otherwise, it returns 0. The convolutional filters normally have the same width as the word vectors, thus, produce feature maps with only 1 column. The network is then stacked by a max pooling layer that picks the maximum element from each column. The last layer is a feedforward layer to an output layer with either sigmoid (Equation 5.3) or softmax (Equation 5.4) activation depending on whether the classification is binary or multinomial. The mathematical formulations for different layers of the CNN are:

\[
 l_{k_{i,i}}^k = \max\{(W_{1}^k * X)_{i,i}, 0\}, \quad (5.1)
\]

\[
 l_{2_k} = \max_{i}\{l_{k_{i,i}}^k\}. \quad (5.2)
\]
If it is binary classification, we set

\[ l_3 = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-W_3^T l_2 - b_3)}, \quad (5.3) \]

or, otherwise, if it is multinomial classification

\[ l_{3i} = \frac{\exp(W_3^T l_2 + b_3)_i}{\sum_j \exp(W_3^T l_2 + b_3)_j}, \quad (5.4) \]

Here, \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times s} \) is the input matrix after the projection, \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) is the document length, \( s \in \mathbb{N} \) is the word vector length, \( * \) denotes convolution, \( W_1^i \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times e} \), \( W_3 \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times 1} \) are the Neural Network weights, \( b_3 \in \mathbb{R} \) is the bias term, \( h \in \mathbb{N} \) is the convolutional filter height and \( k \in \mathbb{M} \) is the number of convolutional filters.

### 5.2.2 Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN)

Another architecture that has achieved comparable results in sentence classification task is Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) (Zhou et al. 2015). The RCNN (Figure 5.2) also starts with a convolutional layer like the CNN but followed by a recurrent layer rather than a max pooling layer. The convolutional filters have the same width as the embedding and are applied in the manner that the outputs have the same number of rows as the input. We also use the Rectified Linear function as the activation function for the convolutional layer. For the recurrent layer, at time step \( t \), the recurrent node takes the input from the outputs produced by all the convolutional filters at row \( t \) and previous values at time step \( t - 1 \). For activation, we use Gated Recurrent Units (Cho et al. 2014). Finally the nodes at the last time step are fully connected to a single node with a sigmoid activation to produce binary
classification:

\[ l_{1t1}^k = \max\{(W_1^k X)_{t1}, 0\} \]  
\[ l_{2tj} = (l_{1t1}^r) \]  
\[ l_3 = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-W_3^T l_{2d} - b_3)}, \]

where \((X): \mathbb{R}^{d \times k} \to \mathbb{R}^{d \times r}\) denotes Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) with input \(X\), \(r \in \mathbb{R}\) is the size of the output of the RNN and \(t \in \mathbb{R}\) denotes a time step that is equivalent to the order of the window that produces the values from convolutional filters.

GRUs are recurrent units which have additional gating units. The gating units modulate the flow of information inside the unit. The activation \(h^j_t\) of a GRU at time \(t\) is a linear interpolation between previous activations:

\[ h^j_t = (1 - z^j_t) h^j_{t-1} + z^j_t \tilde{h}^j_t \]

Here \(z^j_t\) acts as a gate which decides how much the unit updates its content and it is computed by \(z^j_t = \sigma(W z x_t + U z h_{t-1})^j\), while \(\tilde{h}^j_t\) is a candidate activation, computed similarly to traditional recurrent unit, \(\tilde{h}^j_t = \tanh(W x_t + U (r_t \odot h_{t-1}))^j\), where \(r_t\) is a reset gate and \(\odot\) is an element-wise multiplication. These reset gates can be computed similarly to the update gate \(r^j_t = \sigma(W_r x_t + U_r h_{t-1})^j\).

The idea behind gated flows is to enable information further in the past to be propagated to the current unit with fewer time steps. With fewer time steps, the error gradient is passed by back-propagation more efficiently due to the propagated gradient is less prone to vanishing or exploding. Cho et al. (2014) show that GRUs have better performance than traditional tanh and comparable performance to LSTM units.
5.2.3 Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN)

Inspired by RCNN, we introduce a new architecture called Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (Figure 5.3) that stacks a convolutional layer on top of a recurrent layer, which is opposite to a RCNN. The intuition behind this is that the recurrent layer can capture the global contexts before information passed to the convolutional layer. The convolution and max-pooling layers replace the traditional average over hidden features or only hidden features at the last word in the sentence. We use GRUs for the recurrent layers and RLUs for the convolutional layer:

\[
    l_1 = (X_{i\sigma}), \quad (5.8)
\]

\[
    l_{2i1} = \max\{(W_{2k} l_1)_{i1}, 0\}, \quad (5.9)
\]

\[
    l_3 = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-W^T_3 l_2 - b_3)}. \quad (5.10)
\]

5.2.4 Convolutional Neural Network with Attention (CNNA)

Inspired by the works from (Bahdanau et al. 2014; Hermann et al. 2015; Rush et al. 2015; Rocktäschel et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016) which use the attention mechanism where the generation of outputs at each consecutive time step is conditioned on different subsets of the input, we introduce a new architecture built on top of the CNN with additional attention mechanism (Figure 5.4). The addition is one-filter convolutional layer on top of the direct outputs from the first convolutional layer. The outputs of this convolutional layer are normalised with softmax function so that they can have a sum of 1, which we call attention weights. These attention weights are then multiplied with the outputs from the first convolution (dot product). The outputs of this dot product are forward connected to a perceptron for binary classification.
The advantage of introducing the attention mechanism is that we can use these attention weights to extract words that the model mainly uses for the prediction. In practice, we found it very interesting and helpful to see which words are more weighted in the model’s decisions (see Figure 5.5 in Section 5.4).

Even though getting more popular, attention mechanism has been mostly applied with Recurrent Neural Networks (Bahdanau et al. 2014; Hermann et al. 2015; Rush et al. 2015; Rocktäschel et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016). There are recently some works that incorporate attention mechanism with CNNs (Yin et al. 2016; Yin et al. 2016). In Yin et al. (2016), attention weights are computed differently by taking the dot product between the representation of the input query and the sentences in question-answer tasks. In Yin et al. (2016), even though called attention, the attention layers behave more like feature maps than traditional attention weights (multiplied with features) and are computed by matching two feature maps.

5.3 Experiments

We examine our Neural Networks with ADR content classification from two separate data sets.

5.3.1 Data sets

We use two data sets for the evaluation of various Neural Network architectures. The first one is a Twitter data set (Sarker et al. 2016) published for a shared task in Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing, Hawaii, 2016. The tweets associated with the data were collected using generic and brand names of the drugs, and also their possible phonetic misspellings. The tweets were annotated for presence of ADRs. In the shared task, 70% (7,575) of the original data set is shared for training and the
rest of the data is used for evaluation. Owing to Twitter’s data terms and conditions, only the tweet ids are contained in the original file. At the time of this experiment, as many tweets are no longer accessible we could download only 5,108 tweets (out of 10,822 original tweets) with 557 tweets with ADR descriptions. Due to the difference in the size of the experimental data set, we can not compare our results directly with the previously reported baselines. Thus we reuse the codes published by (Zhang et al. 2016) that perform classification with the various algorithms (see Section 5.3.2 for further details).

The second dataset, the ADE (adverse drug effect) corpus, was created by (Gurulingappa et al. 2012) by sampling from MEDLINE case reports\(^5\). Each case report provides important information about symptoms, signs, diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of individual patients. The ADE corpus contains 2,972 documents with 20,967 sentences. Out of these, 4,272 sentences are annotated with names and relationships between drugs, adverse effects and dosages.

For both data sets, we use 10-stratified-fold cross-validation and report precision, recall and F-scores of various methods.

5.3.2 Baselines

For the Twitter data set, it was reported from the shared task that both the best (Rastegar-Mojarad et al. 2016) and the second best (Zhang et al. 2016) approaches are classifiers with engineered features. In order to directly compare our results with the existing approaches, we have reimplemented these classifiers based on the published code by (Zhang et al. 2016) including term-matching classifier based on

\(^5\)https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/indexing/training/PUB_050.htm
an ADR lexicon, maximum entropy with n-grams and tf-idf weightings or NB log-count ratio, and maximum entropy with word embeddings. We describe each of these methods below:

- **Term-matching based on an ADR lexicon (TM).** An existing ADR lexicon\(^6\) is directly used for ADR detection. The lexicon contains 13,699 terms describing side effects from COSTART, SIDER, CHV and DIEGO_Lab. A document is classified as positive if it contains a term from the lexicon.

- **Maximum-Entropy classifier with n-grams and tf-idf weightings (ME-TFIDF).** For a document \(d \in D\), an n-gram \(i\) has a weight of

  \[
  F_i(d) = \begin{cases} 
  (1 + \log(n_i(d))) \times \log \left(1 + \frac{|D|+1}{|[d' \in D| n_i(d') > 0]|+1}\right) & \text{if } n_i(d) > 0 \\
  0 & \text{otherwise,}
  \end{cases}
  \]

  where \(n_i(d)\) is the number of times a term \(i\) appears in document \(d\).

- **Maximum-Entropy classifier with n-grams and NB log-count ratio (ME-NBLCR).** Each n-gram \(i\) has a weight of

  \[
  f_i = \begin{cases} 
  \log \left( \frac{1+\sum_{y(d)=-1} n_i(d)}{\sum'_{y(d)=-1} n_{i'}(d)} \times \frac{\sum'_{y(d)=1} (1+\sum_{y(d)=1} n_{i'}(d))}{1+\sum_{y(d)=1} n_{i}(d)} \right) & \text{if } n_i(d) > 0 \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
  \]

  where \(\mathcal{V}\) is a set of all n-grams and \(y(d) \in \{1,-1\}\) is the true label of each document.

- **Maximum-Entropy classifier with mean word embeddings (ME-WE).** This method simply uses the average of embeddings of words in each document as their input into a maximum-entropy classifier.

\(^6\) http://diego.asu.edu/downloads/publications/ADRMine/ADR_lexicon.tsv
For the ADE data set, the best performance published is 0.81 in F-score using SVMs trained from a rich set of features including \( n \)-grams, UMLS semantic types and concept IDs, synset expansions, polarity indicator features, ADR lexicon matches, and topics, etc. (Sarker and Gonzalez 2015). However, since our ME-NBLCR outperforms SVMs on ADE, we don’t report the results using SVMs here.

5.3.3 Training of Neural Networks

In all the described Neural Network architectures in Section 5.2, the training algorithm is Adadelta (Zeiler 2012) with learning rate of 1.0, decay rate (\( \rho \)) of 0.95 using the library Keras\(^7\). The word embeddings initialized with Glove vectors\(^8\) and are trained together with other parameters. For each fold, we split the training data set into training and validating sets. The training stops when there is no performance improvement on the validation set after 5 consecutive epochs. The batch size is set as 50. All convolutional window has a size of 5.

5.4 Results

We compare the precision, recall and F-scores of the positive class (instances labeled as containing the description of adverse drug reactions) of Neural Network architectures with the baselines in Table 5.1. Since both the Twitter and ADE data sets contain imbalanced class distribution, we also report the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) results. It can be observed that in general, results on the ADE data set are better than those on the Twitter data set. This is perhaps not surprising since tweets contain a lot of ill-grammatical sentences and short forms. Simply relying on an ADR lexicon

\(^7\)http://keras.io/
\(^8\)http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
for the detection of ADRs from text gives the worst results. Among the baselines, the best performing method is ME-TFIDF on the Twitter data set where an F-score of 0.45 and an AUC value of 0.85 are obtained. But on the ADE data set with more formal language, ME-NBLCR gives superior results compared to ME-TFIDF with an F-score of 0.84 and an AUC value of 0.95. Training MaxEnt from aggregated word embeddings (ME-WE) outperforms the term matching method (TM), but performs worse than both ME-TFIDF and ME-NBLCR.

All the Neural Network architectures perform similarly on the Twitter data set and they improve upon the best baseline method ME-TFIDF by 4-6% in F-score and 2-3% in AUC. On the ADE data set, CNN outperforms other Neural Network architectures and its performance gain over ME-NBLCR is 7% in F-score and 3% in AUC. Overall, CNN gives the best results although CRNN and CNNA are quite close to CNN in terms of AUC values. It is not very straightforward to explain why CNNs are better than the recurrent architectures in our experiments. Our hypothesis is that as ADR descriptions are composed of short fragments of texts, convolutions with small windows are enough to capture necessary information for ADR classification.

Since CNNA assigns a weight to each word when making classification decision, we show in Figure 5.5 a visualisation of attention weights of sampled tweets from the
i was on azathioprine for about years it worked well now on humira instead though which is knocking me about

i suggest never stop taking effexor abruptly because you will feel like you re on your death bed

trazodone is no joke slept through every alarm

sleeping my life away on quetiapine fine by me

day rivaroxaban diary neck ache and lower back pain had to kneel on floor to get out of bed

oh hello seroquel old friend i mi passes out on bed

my effexor has left me with the inability to cry i was dry eyed watching into the wild and even one of those sarah mclachlan commercials

since quetiapine s messed with my prolactin levels making my boobs humungous my bras so expensive i want a lingerie component to dla

great read as always i was on cymbalta for days cold turkey had sweats migraine tremors while on days after

took a percocet for my tooth feel like i m about to die cause of the prozac thats already in my system apparently you ca not take both.fml

didnt know lamotrigine was addictive stopped as didnt think were helping days of hell before realized back on now

that nap was on point cymbalta did that shit cuz i dont take naps ever

Figure 5.5: Sampled tweets with weighted highlights from attention weights.
Twitter data set. Words with higher attention weights are highlighted with darker blue colour. We can observe that most of the highlighted words are indeed related to descriptions of adverse drug effects. For example, “neck ache” and “lower back pain” in the fifth tweet and “dry eyed” in the seventh tweet. The above results suggest that although CNNA gives slightly worse results compared to CNN for ADR classification, it presents results in a more interpretable form and could be potentially used for the extraction of word sub-sequences actually describing ADRs. As such, CNNA would be a better candidate than CNN for more fine-grained ADR extraction.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter has explored different Neural Network (NN) architectures for ADR classification. In particular, it has proposed two new Neural Network models, Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) and Convolutional Neural Network with Attention (CNNA). Experimental results show that all the NN architectures outperform the baseline Maximum Entropy classifiers trained from tf-idf features of n-grams with different weighting strategies considerably on both the Twitter and the ADE data sets. Among NN architectures, no significant differences were observed on the Twitter data set. But CNN appears to perform better compared to other more complex CNN variants on the ADE dataset. Nevertheless, CNNA allows the visualisation of attention weights of words when making classification decisions and hence is more appropriate for the extraction of word sub-sequences describing ADRs.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

Since the work of Collobert et al. (2011), Deep Neural Networks and pre-trained representations have gained tremendous attention from the community. They have indeed successfully out-performed other methods in many of NLP tasks without the need of heavily feature engineering from domain experts. In many of recent works, Decision Trees, SVMs, Maximum Entropy Classifiers, HMMs, CRFs are now replaced by Convolutional Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks or other variants. Features such as Part-Of-Speech tags, designated lexicons, thesauruses even though being useful in some cases are gradually replaced partially or completely by pre-trained word, phrase and sentence representations. Given their effectiveness, I have investigated and introduced new methods using Deep Neural Networks in learning language representations using available unlabelled data and in text classification. The new methods are compared to state-of-the-art methods and a common baseline using Maximum Entropy classifier with tf-idf features. Specifically three main new ideas have been presented in this thesis. First I explore how to learn better word representations with sequential models to address the research question of **how sequential models can be trained to learn word representations from unlabelled data (RQ1)**. Second I conduct experiment with Convolutional Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (CRBMs) to investigate **how we can train CRBMs to reconstruct these embedded sentences and utilise higher-level features from trained hidden layers for downstream text classification (RQ2)**. Finally I apply pre-trained word presentations and Deep Neural Networks to extract content of Adverse Drug Reactions from medical records and social media data, addressing **how we can utilise pre-trained word representations and Deep Neural Networks to improve Adverse Drug Reaction classification (RQ3)**.

In utilising sequential models to learn word representations, when trained with a corpus with an appropriate size, I have found that Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM yield word representations with better similarity and relatedness when compared to ones learned from state-of-the-art bag-of-word approaches like CBOW or Skip-gram. These word representations when used in simple text classification tasks prove to yield better performances than ones trained by CBOW and Skip-gram. However in order to achieve these results, one should be careful to select an architecture with statefulness where the states of the previously trained sentences should be carried forward to compute the state of the next sentence. Given this setting helps our models to train better word representations, ones might want to try the same setting in other tasks with other models. For example, current language models are often trained conditioned on only one immediate previous sentence and training data sets come in form of shuffled pairs of sentences (or triplets of sentences in case of predicting next and previous sentences). Other models that might similarly benefit from the same setting are machine translation models, text-to-speech or speech-to-text models. Word representations trained with these methods, however, do not perform as well as bag-of-word methods in one of the popular evaluations of this kind which is
the analogy task. We hypothesise that as our methods learn word representations using more complex models, it requires more sophisticated transformations to infer different word relationships. Another caveat of this method is it is more computationally expensive than bag-of-word approaches which makes them hard in practice to train with corpora with billions of words. In the future, I would like to explore how to train the models more efficiently and better infer word analogies from these word representations and what kind of transformations are required. For training speed, there are many strategies including trying other architectures that are easier to be parallelised, e.g. deep convolutional models or transformer networks (Vaswani et al. 2017), training on faster hardware like TPU\(^1\) or make it distributed on multiple GPUs or TPUs. It is also interesting to evaluate the trained representations in different tasks such as text classification, sentence similarity or paraphrase detection.

In utilising CRBMs to learn higher-level features from unlabelled data, from the best of my knowledge, I was first to apply CRBMs to reconstruct sentences using pre-trained word representations and learn phrase-level features from textual data as described in Chapter 4. These features when combined with other word-level features such as part-of-speech tags or tf-idf improve over word-level features alone in subjectivity and sentiment classification when trained with linear SVMs. Recently discriminative models have achieved state-of-the-art results in different text classification thank to vast amount of training data and pre-trained word representations (that I have shown in Chapter 5). In cases where labelled data are sparse, there is little improvement over bag-of-word approaches and these improvements usually come from selecting quality word representations. By acquiring good representations

\(^1\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensor_processing_unit
of phrases or $n$-grams from unlabelled data, one might be able to achieve similar gain as with word representations. These representations can also be used to compute similarity between $n$-grams or phrases that would be useful in Information Retrieval, Natural Language Generation or Natural Language Understanding. Similar models can also be applied at higher levels than discourses such as sentences, paragraphs or documents. It is also interesting to investigate the effect of training with Fast Persistent Contrastive Divergence, Rectified Linear Hidden Units, Dropout, MaxOut on the current architectures or to compare their performances to related unsupervising architectures such as Auto-encoders.

In utilising pre-trained word representations and Deep Neural Networks in the application of Adverse Drug Reaction classification, I was first to investigate different DNN architectures with pre-trained word representations in Adverse Drug Reaction classification and achieved state-of-the-art results for Twitter and ADE data sets. Additionally we introduced a simple Convolutional Neural Network with Attention that can assign importance of tokens from the input text in classification results. This mechanism provides an intuitive explanation of the model and provides insights on its strengths and weaknesses. An advantage of this architecture is it is not limited within ADR classification and can be used in other domains. In the future, I would like to apply models in Chapter 3 and 4 into learning word and phrase representations from medical data sets. These new word representations can then replace or be combined with the existing word representations into our DNNs. Since our work, DNNs with pre-trained word representations in related tasks such as Named Entity Recognition for Clinical Notes or Multi-Task Pharmacovigilance Mining for Social Media Posts.

Overall I have introduced new methodologies and fulfilled the research goals to
learn better language representations from unlabelled data with stateful LSTMs, Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann Machines and to utilise language representations with Deep Neural Networks to achieve better text classification than the baseline method that does not use representation pre-training (ME-TFIDF) as shown in sentiment and ADR classification. Additionally outputs from my newly introduced Neural Network with Attentions can highlight salient words and, hence, be used to explain the model’s classification decisions. Neural Networks with pre-trained representations have achieved relative successes in NLP but computers are still far from humans in learning from languages or understanding them. For example while humans can learn to execute different tasks with little instruction, computers need large data sets of examples. Humans can learn from different sources of data and apply the learned knowledge efficiently across tasks while computers are often trained separately for different tasks with different models. Perhaps one can train a unified model of language modelling for Question & Answer, dialog systems, text classification or information extraction (generating answers for appropriate questions) by utilising vast amount of unlabelled data.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Stefan Rüger, Dr Yulan He and Dr Alistair Willis for their continued advice and encouragement. To my beloved wife, Phuong Ho, I can’t say enough how much I owe you and thank so much for her long endurance of my frequent absence and lack of my attention while working on my thesis. I would also like to thank my parents for their continuous encouragement to push my limit. Without all your of support, I would not have been able to complete this thesis.
Appendix A
Notations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>Set of real numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{R}^n$</td>
<td>Set of $n$-dimensional real-valued vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$</td>
<td>Set of $n \times m$ real-valued matrices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[a, b]$</td>
<td>Closed interval between $a$ and $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(a, b)$</td>
<td>Open interval between $a$ and $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${a, b, c}$</td>
<td>Set containing elements $a$, $b$ and $c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{N}$</td>
<td>Set of natural numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log$</td>
<td>Logarithm with base $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log_a$</td>
<td>Logarithm with base $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{S}$</td>
<td>An arbitrary set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\mathcal{S}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s \in \mathcal{S}$</td>
<td>An element in set $\mathcal{S}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{X}$</td>
<td>Input space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{Y}$</td>
<td>Output space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{H}$</td>
<td>Feature space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$</td>
<td>Inner product in feature space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}$</td>
<td>An arbitrary vector (can be column or row vector depending on its context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{1}$</td>
<td>Vector of all ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i$</td>
<td>$i$th component of $\mathbf{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\mathbf{v}|$</td>
<td>$L_2$ norm of $\mathbf{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|\mathbf{v}|_p$</td>
<td>$L_p$ norm of $\mathbf{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u \circ \mathbf{v}$</td>
<td>Hadamard or entry-wise product of vectors $u$ and $\mathbf{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f \circ g$</td>
<td>Composition of functions $f$ and $g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f \ast g$</td>
<td>Convolution of $f$ and $g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>An arbitrary matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|M|_2$</td>
<td>Spectral norm of $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|M|_F$</td>
<td>Frobenius norm of $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M^\top$</td>
<td>Transpose of $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_i$</td>
<td>Row vector $i$ of $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{i,j}$</td>
<td>Element at row $i$, column $j$ of matrix $M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{I}$</td>
<td>Identity matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>Kernel function over $\mathcal{X}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Summary of notations
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